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48 KILLER LOOP,
NORTH YORK MOORS
The British summer has arrived, but not

on the North York Moors, for the Killer

Loop competition. Never mind, we bring

you what’s probably the most carefully

thought out, tweaked and perfected

route ever, with swathes of swoopy

singletrack, mud, and a RockShox

Reverb dropper and 1x remote to be won

58 ROYA VALLEY,
ALPES MARITIME
We go border crossing through Italy

and France, traversing the Roya valley’s

labyrinth of trails and dissecting the 

Alps Maritime in the process
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18 BUZZ: WHYTE 905
Whyte wants to win the coveted

Best Hardtail crown frommbr

again, so the innovative British

brand has brought Plus-size

wheels and big sizing to this 

big-hit hardtail

36 FIRST RIDES
Intense’s Carbine Factory

dream-machine enduro bike, the

B’Twin Rockrider 560 budget

hardtail, Pivot’s Mach 5.5 and the

new Santa Cruz Nomad CC

74 LONGTERMERS
Commençal Meta TR V4.2 Origin,

Mojo/Nicolai G13, Nukeproof

Mega 290 Pro, Ragley Mmmbop,

Specialized Enduro Comp 650B

and Trek Fuel EX Plus all on 

longterm test

80 PRODUCT
Shimano’s everyman SLX

drivetrain, the new 1x lever for

the Reverb dropper, Giant’s

new Rail helmet, a clever new

tubeless tyre seater called the 

Ride Air, and loads more 

86 TESTED: KNEEPADS
Now you can protect your

patellas and keep pedalling in

comfort thanks to the latest

generation of kneepads. We’ve 

got a dozen on test

98 BIKE TEST:
BEST VALUE TRAIL BIKES
Nudge the price just above

£1,000 and full-suspension

bikes are better than they’ve

ever been… we test three from 

Calibre, Marin and Norco

ON THE COVER
Catching the last of

the evening light,

Al Muldoon pops

a Beastnut, p98.

Photographer:

Roo Fowler

Three trail rippers that

won’t break the bank, p98

SUMMER 2017

The snaking trails of

the Côte d’Azur p58
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E D I T O R ’ S L E T T E R

Stay loyal, stay local

R
unning

a bike

shop has

always

seemed

to be a precarious

career. The bike

industry going

through more ups

and downs than a

roller-coaster as trends come and go, brands

go in and out of fashion and the weather dice

roll at the start of every peak buying season.

It’s been a long time since I stood behind the

counter and fixed bikes in the workshop, but

even then it felt like a passion for bikes was a

prerequisite — no one did it for the money.

Now it’s even tougher for the local bike

shop, with the big chains eating up the casual 

customers and direct-sales brands luring

the shrewd. Now, as a retailer, it’s even more

about providing top-notch service and great

customer experience. Many go above and

beyond mere business acumen too, engaging

in developing the sport at a grassroots level

— whether that’s something as simple as free

advice, or more involved activities such as 

guided rides and trail-building days.

These shops are more than just retailers;

they form the focal points for many mountain

bike scenes. We think it’s about time these

unsung heroes get the praise they deserve,

so we’ve launched a search for Britain’s Best 

Bike Shop to find them. Please get

involved and let us know

local bike shop should be

running. Find out more o

Now available on the iPad,
Kindle & all Android devices
mbr.co.uk/digital-edition

HOW TO

youtube.com/user/MBRmagazine strava.com/clubs/mountain-bike-rider-5839mbr.co.uk facebook.com/MBRmagazine twitter.com/mbrmagazine

Join our competition to find
Britain’s Best Bike Shop 

34 BUZZ: ENDURO SET-UP
How to get set for your first enduro,

from getting your head and nutrition 

sorted to setting up your bike

66 SKILLS: DIAL YOUR POSITION
Sort your body shape and your posture

on the bike and you’ll be halfway there

to great riding skills. Dirt School shows 

us how to boss the bike

72 WORKSHOP: FIT A NEW
RACE FACE CHAINSET
World Cup mechanic Charlie Collins

gives us faff-free, step-by-step guidance

on fi tting the versatile Cinch chainset

REGULARS
12 BIG PICTURES

18 BUZZ
Inspiration on new bikes and gear,

where to ride and how to get fi t and fast

44 MAILBOX
Your rants, raves and witty ripostes

46 READER PICTURES
Bikes, big riding scenes and sketchy 

jump shots, we want them all

115 RIDE GUIDE
Routes for four great natural rides, 

complete with OS mapping

122 AFTERIMAGE
This month, DH’er Andrew Neethling

Shift your weight to match

the manoeuvre, p66

Fitting the Cinch is...

really quite easy, p72

Whyte goods: the new

Plus-size 905, p18 

SUBSCRIBE TO
TODAY

AND PAY JUST
£3.69 AN ISSUE
Turn to page 64

SAVE
30%!

Editor,mb

Your local bike shop

needs your vote!

C O N T E N T S

O N  T H E  C O V E R

O N  T H E  C O V E R
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Big picture
Ever since I watched Joe Barnes 

flow effortlessly down the main 

path on his bright pink Orange 

Five for Cut Media, Ben Lomond 

has been on my to-do list. As the 

most southerly of the Munros, 

and less than an hour from 

Glasgow, I’m amazed it’s taken 

me so long to get round to it, 

especially when the view from the 

top is as good as this. Now, which 

one shall I do next...

James Vincent
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Big picture
When the heat of summer 

finally arrives (albeit briefly up 

north), the dormant vegetation 

bursts into life, carpeting the 

well-spaced woodlands of 

Northumberland. The once 

slick loam regains its light fluffy 

texture, and the drying sandstone 

provides plenty of traction 

on natural rock features. The 

euphoria of floating on dry loam, 

tickling your legs as you carve 

effortlessly through nature’s 

green room is hard to beat. 

Even the resident midgies can’t 

dampen these spirits.

Tristan Tinn
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Big picture
Just moments away from making 

history, Greg Minnaar fires into 

the Fort William finishing arena 

for a convincing victory at round 

two of the UCI DH World Cup. 

Not only was this the seventh win 

for the King of Fort Bill, it was 

the first World Cup victory for 

29in wheels. Old dog, new tricks, 

same result.

Bartek Wolinski/ 

Red Bull Content Pool
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H A R D T A I L S : 

Whyte’s new 905 gets 2.8in tyres, with the aim 

of reclaiming its ‘Best Hardtail’ crown

 W
e want our crown back. 

That’s the message from 

Whyte bikes, which 

isn’t very happy to have 

narrowly missed out on 

winning our coveted Hardcore Hardtails 

test in March this year — pipped to the 

post by the superlative Ragley Blue Pig. 

So it has gone and made an even better 

version (so it says) of the excellent 905, 

this time with 2.8in tyres that Whyte 

reckons makes the bike faster and 

more comfortable.

OK, that might have been a little 

disingenuous; Whyte is peeved to have 

missed the top slot of our test, after 

holding the title for years, but it was 

building the Plus version here anyway. 

The only problem was it had to wait.

“We had to hold off on what we 

wanted to do until model year 2018, 

for RockShox to make all its forks 

compatible with 2.8in tyres,” says 

Andy Jeffries of Whyte. 

The tyres weren’t ready either, 

Andy adds, with fl imsy sidewalls that 

collapsed when you ran them at the 

lower pressures Plus enables. “Then 

Maxxis released the High Roller II in 

2.8in, and that was it for us. It’s the same 

HR II tyre, but it’s got more air volume 

and more grip.”

How does he know Plus is faster and 

more comfortable then? “Back-to-back 

testing, switching between 2.8in tyres 

and 29er wheels and tyres, it was night 

and day,” says Andy. “The 2.8in tyres are 

faster, more comfortable to ride and you 

don’t get beaten up on rough stuff.”

T H E  B I K E
Apart from the big 2.8in tyres, the 

905 looks much like the old bike… but 

bigger. It has 130mm travel delivered 

through a RockShox Revelation fork, 

naturally with Boost spacing hubs. The 

Revelation is the latest SRAM fork to 

be updated, and now uses the same 

beefy Pike chassis, albeit with a cheaper 

damper inside. It’s got a GX drivetrain 

and SRAM Level brakes.

There will be three models to choose 

from: this mid-ranger that’ll probably 

retail at around £1,699; a 901 at £1,350 

with SRAM NX drivetrain; and a top-end 

909 with SRAM Eagle for £2,200.

T H E  S W I T C H
Remember that new bike from Whyte 

we saw last month, the S-150? 

Apparently that can run with either 

27.5 Plus or 29er wheels, hence the ‘S’, 

for switch, in the name. Andy reckons 

downhill and enduro riders could all be 

racing on 2.8in tyres soon, after this 

year’s downhill World Cup, where 29in 

wheels fi nally made an appearance. 

Perhaps we’ll see all Whyte bikes rolling 

on Plus tyres soon. For now though, 

the new 900 series bikes will only be 

available with big Plus tyres, which is a 

bold enough step on its own. Check out 

the next issue when we’ll have a First 

Ride on the 905.

18  mbr  SUMMER 2017



W H Y T E  I N 

N U M B E R S

1 3 0 
mm front travel hardtail  

trail bike

3
models to choose from, up 

to high-flying SRAM Eagle 

equipped 909

2 . 8 
inch wide Plus tyres
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The 905 is single

ring only, which

gives Whyte enough

space for the Plus

tyres without having

to lengthen the

chainstays or change

the bike’s geometry.

The 905 here comes

with the excellent

SRAM GX drivetrain.

The curvy seatstay

and chainstay

design, meeting at

a Boost 148 hub,

isn’t new, but it’s

now set wider to

make room for the

bigger 2.8in tyres.

High Roller II now comes in more

sizes, opening the doors to more

aggressive riding — now riders

can take full advantage of low

pressures and more grip with less

concern about sidewall strength.



G E A R

G X  E A G L E :  S R A M ’ S 
B E S T  B U D G E T 

All the gear range of XO1, for half the price
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SRAM’s Eagle drivetrain fi rst launched 

about a year ago, and it was only a 

matter of time before the 12-speed, 

oversized cassette trickled down to a 

more affordable level. And when we say 

more affordable, the company’s new GX 

Eagle drivetrain isn’t just a bit cheaper, 

it’s less than half the price! 

To put the new group to the test, 

we spent a couple of days riding it in 

the Forest of Dean. The biggest take 

away? It didn’t feel like we were riding a 

cheaper drivetrain. In fact, we came to 

the conclusion that GX Eagle could just 

be the best budget drivetrain you can 

buy, and here’s why.

S H I F T E R
To cut costs, the GX Eagle 12-speed 

shifter runs on a bushing instead of a 

bearing and features a forged, rather 

than machined, trigger lever, but 

mechanically it’s identical to the more 

expensive XX1 and XO1 models. SRAM 

also replaces the carbon cover with 

plastic and runs steel hardware over 

titanium bolts, but oddly this makes 

no difference to the weight — the GX 

shifter is the same as XO1. The best 

news — the GX shifter is only £30, 75 

per cent cheaper than XX1.

R E A R  D E R A I L L E U R
Here are some numbers on the new 

GX Eagle rear derailleur — it weighs 

290g and costs £93. By comparison, 

XO1 is 276g and costs £185, XX1 is 

264g and £234. So, for a 56 per cent 

cost saving you only suffer a 14 per 

cent weight penalty. 

Obviously the quality of GX Eagle is 

not the same, it uses cheaper bearings 

for the jockey wheels and a heavier 

steel actuation spring, but it still has 

the Type-3 Clutch mechanism to reduce 

chain slap, and the innovative Cage 

Lock, which allows you to de-tension the 

derailleur when removing the wheel.

C R A N K S E T
The GX Eagle crankset is cold-forged 

from 7000 series aluminium and, while 

it’s an open design, rather than hollow, 

we actually thought it was marginally 

stiffer than XX1 and XO1 when we rode 

it. It’s also available in an additional 

165mm crank length and comes with the 

direct mount, X-Sync 2 chainring. The 

GX version is not as clean looking as XX1 

and XO1, but it’s available in similar 30, 

32 and 34t sizes and 6mm (49mm chain 

line) and 3mm (52mm chainline) offsets 

for standard and Boost spacing. In 

terms of retention and noise reduction, 

the GX ring was indistinguishable from 

the more expensive ring used on XX1 

and XO1.

10-50t cassette is 90g 

heavier but saves £170

over XX1 and XO1 
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EPO anyone? It’s guaranteed

to have you climbing faster.

Yes, some people will say

you’re cheating, but you won’t

care as you fly past people

uphill, and probably downhill

too. We’re talking about this

'electrically powered Orange'

as the Halifax brand has nick-

named it.

Really it’s called the Alpine

6 E, it represents the brand's

first foray into the murky

world of e-bikes, and it comes

with a Shimano drivetrain,

and the most high tech spec

imaginable — Fox Factory

suspension with 160mm

travel, Di2 drivetrain, Hope

components, and a big

£7,500 price tag.

The reason why? Orange

reckons e-bikes are going

to be big — they’re already

flooding the European

markets and they make a lot

of sense if you’re time-poor.

“E-bikes are still a bit

frowned upon in the UK, but

just a couple of years ago

there weren’t any at all. Now

you see them all the time,”

says Jay Tolan from Orange.

“It just saves time, if I’ve only

got an hour to ride before the

kids need picking up, I can

do a ride in half the time it

usually takes.”

The Alpine 6 E uses

Shimano’s new E-8000 power

unit, released last year with

a low-profile motor that's

lighter than a Bosch. Jay

says it produces less drag

than other motors, and the

bike is also able to run the

Di2 electric shifting.

We’re closet fans of e-bikes

here atmbr— they're great

fun as an addition to 'regular'

mountain biking. For us,

they’ll never replace unjuiced

bikes, but e-bikes open up a

whole new world of fun.

There’s a limited run

of 50 EPOs coming out in

August. But if you can wait

until 2018, you may see

Orange offering a range

of more affordable models.

P R I C E S
Shifter £30

Rear Derailleur £93

Cassette £170

Crankset £107

Chain £25

Groupset price £425

Didn’t see this one coming... Orange has built an all-new 

Alpine... with an electric motor

C A S S E T T E
Obviously the biggest and most 

expensive component in the GX Eagle 

drivetrain is the massive 10-50t cassette, 

but SRAM has worked hard to keep both 

weight and price down. 

The top-end cassettes use SRAM’s 

X-Dome technology, which means all 

but the 50t sprocket is machined from a 

single lump of cromoly steel. SRAM uses 

the same outer alloy ring on GX Eagle, 

but the other sprockets are stamped 

from steel, then riveted together using 

stainless steel pins. The cassette is 90g 

heavier as a result, but it's a half the 

price of XX1 and XO1. Although, at £170, 

it's still a signifi cant outlay to replace.

C H A I N
The spine running through GX Eagle 

drivetrain is the chain, and the GX model 

has a cheaper solid-pin construction 

and black oxide fi nish, but still features 

the Flow Link technology to improve 

chain retention, reduce noise and help 

durability. Like all SRAM chains, it comes 

with a PowerLock chain link to speed 

up the fi tting process. And the price? 

A ridiculous £25! 

Assault and battery: EPO

gives you the electric edge

Orange’s swanky new 

e-bike offers bling

with added zing
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H O T S T U F F

M O S T

W A N T E D

H I P L O K  Z  L O K 

£ 1 4 . 9 9
If you saw the dashcam video recently in

which a guy tries to steal a road bike off

the back of a car while it was being driven

through central London, you’ll know you

can’t let your guard down even for a minute.

Obviously this highway robbery was an

extreme example, but how many times have

you had to leave your bike outside a service

station or cafe while you just nip inside

for something to eat? Opportunist thieves

strike when you least expect it, but to keep

them at bay HipLock has the answer with its 

brilliant new Z Lok.

The Z Lok is simply a reusable zip-tie

with an armoured steel core. It cinches

together in the normal way, but is released

using a two-prong universal key (included).

You get two ties for £15 and, at 40cm,

they’re long enough to loop through the

frame and attach to a lamp post or car rack.

In terms of security, HipLok classes the

Z Lok as ‘Low Risk’, so it won’t replace a

proper D-lock or chain, but it only weighs

20g and is small enough to be stashed in

a jersey pocket or trail pack. This means

you can take one with you when out riding

and use it if you have to leave your bike

unattended, even for a minute or two.

We reckon its convenience also means

you’re more likely to use one, and £15 is

a small price to pay for peace of mind.

Z Loks are available in grey, lime and red. 

hi lok.co

G E A R

WHAT WE’RE EXCITED ABOUT THIS MONTH
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D I V I D E A N D C O N Q U E R
If you’re sick of your bike getting scratched

during transit, then you need the Fassa

Separator. This padded mat can be lashed onto

the bike, laid in the boot of a car or slotted in a

bike bag for extra protection. £60, fassa.cc

S T R AVA K I N G
Hunting for those precious KOMs? Then you

need Tigra Sport’s Fitclic iPhone case. You can

bar mount your phone and the military grade

ArmorGuard option adds a ton of protection. 

From £32.99, todayscyclist.co.uk

C H E C K M A T E
250 London is a UK firm making heavy-duty,

long-sleeve jerseys that can be used for BMX,

motocross or downhill. The Airtex fabric is

hardwearing, super-breathable and comes in 

a ton of colours. £49, 250london.com

A N I M A L M A G I C
They may be banned in some urban areas,

but hoodies are a great option for chucking

on after a ride. The Animal Escoloet has

a zip front and a super-warm soft waffl e 

material. £55, animal.co.uk

A I R F I X
As the name suggests, Giant’s Tool Shed

12 Multi-tool features a dozen chrome

vanadium bits including an integrated CO2

inflator head, handy for seating tubeless

and fettling. £29.99, giant-bicycles.com

H I P F L A S K
If you want to stash a bottle comfortably

in a jersey or SWAT short, you’ll need

Ultraspire’s UltraFlask. The flat shape slips

in easily and spurts out 550ml of liquid.

£13.99, ultramarathonrunningstore.com

C O O L H E A D
It doesn’t have a removable chinbar, but the

Fox Proframe is so breathable that it shouldn’t

matter on the climbs. Could be the perfect lid

for enduro racing or uplift days at the bike park. 

£214.99, foxracing.com

P E D A L F O R T H E M E D A L
Crank Bros’s award-winning Mallet DH now

has greater strike clearance and comes with

the traction pads (borrowed from the Mallet

E) to raise or lower the footbed. Two colours,

fi ve-year warranty. £139.99, extrauk.co.uk

W H Y T E K N U C K L E
As in-house products go, Whyte’s new single

collar Lock-Ons are totalled dialled. Great

tapered shape, tacky rubber and four

colours — black, orange, blue and lime. 

£15.99, whytebikes.co.uk
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There’s more to the Scottish Borders than the mighty 7Stanes; try our five fab 

natural routes close to the capital

R I D E S

G Y P S Y  G L E N ,  P E E B L E S
2 8 k m  ( 1 7  m i l e s )

You can’t really have ridden Glentress and Innerleithen 

without wondering what’s in the hills on the other side of the 

glen. Here’s the answer, and it’s great! From the trail car park 

(Landranger 73/NT335357) head SW through Traquair to 

Kirkhouse, where you break west on a lane. Follow this to its 

end and keep R to climb onto the ridge below Orchard Rigg. 

Continue to the forest edge and follow this SW, staying on 

singletrack to loop around the forest onto Kirkhope Law. 

Stay with the track as it traces the ridge N and down into 

Peebles, where you can pick up the riverside trail back. 

GPS download po.st/GypsyGlen

C O N I C  H I L L
1 6 k m  ( 1 0  m i l e s )

A short but technical route on the east banks of Loch Lomond 

— perfect for an evening ride, but careful, it gets busy. From 

the Garadhban car park (Landranger 56/NS479906), follow 

the West Highland Way NW through the forest, forking R to 

emerge on open hillside at NS451920. Continue N then W to 

climb steeply up onto the fl anks of Conic Hill. The path then 

loops around the SW tip of the mountain in a series of steep 

steps and rock gardens that eventually drop into woods at 

Balmaha. Swing E to Milton of Buchanan and then fork L to 

climb back into the forest and rejoin the WHW. A right turn 

will take you home. 

GPS download po.st/Conic

ROCKY

SINGLE-
TRACK

BIG 
CLIMB

TREES



 B U R G H
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P E N T L A N D  H I L L S
2 1 k m  ( 1 3  m i l e s )

A cracking route that starts in 

Carlops, just a few miles out of the

city (Landranger 65/NT161559). Take

the lane NW and stay with it as it

gets rougher and leads past North

Esk Reservoir, over Bore Stane and

down to cross Bavelaw Burn. At

Litonshiels, turn NE and continue to

Marchbank, where you head S. Jink E

then continue S past East and West

Kip and hop over Cap Law before

dropping to Nine Mile Burn. Now 

head SW back into Carlops. 

GPS download po.st/PentlandHills

D E M P S T E R  R O A D
3 5 k m  ( 2 1  m i l e s )

A great big mountain route that 

has a Highland feel to it. There’s

plenty of parking in Sanquhar

(Landranger 78/NS783096). Follow

the Southern Upland Way NE out of

town and over Glengaber Hill. Drop

to Wanlock Water and swing SE into

Wanlockhead. Keep E to climb out of

town and then S around Whiteside,

breaking SW before Lowther Hill.

Continue SW to eventually drop to

Auchlenlone Burn and then loop W, N 

and NE on the Dempster Road. Head 

SW on tarmac to NS819086, then 

head N to rejoin the SUW near Bogg. 

Retrace your tracks from here. 

GPS download po.st/Dempster

T H E  T H R E E  B R E T H R E N
2 2 k m  ( 1 1  m i l e s )

From Long Phillip Burn car park 

(Landranger 73/NT454288), drop 

back to the A708, which you follow 

into Yarrowford. Head NW at 

NT407299 and follow the Minchmoor 

Road up onto Hare Law. Hang a sharp 

R onto the Southern Upland Way and 

follow this E up to the mighty cairns 

of the Three Brethren. Drop SE and 

turn sharp R (SW) at a junction by 

two fence posts and then S to drop 

to Long Phillip Burn. Now follow the 

track all the way back down to the 

car park. 

GPS download po.st/ThreeBrethren

BOGGYBOGGY

ROCKYROCKY

ROCKY

BIG 
CLIMB

BIG 
CLIMB

SINGLE-
TRACK
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R E D

R I D E S

The Revolution Bike Park in Powys has 

something of a fearsome reputation. It sits on 

land once trained on by the Athertons, there 

are enough black runs and jumps to satisfy the 

appetite of any downhiller, and it’s regularly 

ridden by the likes of Tahnée Seagrave, Josh 

Bryceland and Laurie Greenland. 

So you might be surprised to fi nd the latest 

addition to Revs is a red trail, free from gap 

jumps and packed full of delicious, fl owing, 

berm-riddled singletrack. It’s the kind of thing 

that any trail rider, in the area for a lap of Coed 

y Brenin or a run up Snowdon, will want to 

experience… at least that’s what Revs hopes.

The new trail is called Reddy McRedface, 

inspired by the polar research vessel Boaty 

McBoatface. Why, we don’t know. We do know 

though, that there’s not a straight line on it; 

1.6km of corner after corner, and a ridiculous 

50 berms. 

“We started it thinking we’d link up the top 

section into an old trail,” says Susha Reynolds 

from the park. “Then, like everything here, we 

got carried away and made it longer and longer 

and it just evolved into something new. It’s all 

corners, starting off tight and becoming more 

and more open the further you descend.”

The Revolution Bike Park isn’t a place 

for novice riders, and the new red trail 

hasn’t changed that, but it should help with 

progression, leading you more gently into the 

extensive choice of challenging terrain. 

“We hear that all the time from people; that 

they start off only riding the red, but by the end 

of the day they’re sampling black runs. You can 

come so far in a day, probably further than any 

other bike park,” Susha says.

What about putting a blue and green trail in 

and making the park more mainstream then? 

That’s not a priority, Susha says: “Our long-term 

goal would be to have a chairlift… you’ve got 

to have a dream, and that’s everyone’s goal. 

There’s such a lot of potential here, to get 

something like that would really help the area.”

A new centre building is more achievable in 

the meantime, and the bike park is currently 

designing something with a cafe, toilets and 

showers. “It’s not going to be as big as Bike 

Park Wales’s building,” says Susha, “but it’ll be 

a wooden-clad kinda place, with undercover 

seating so everyone can have a drink and eat. 

We’re thinking of a big pizza oven — James 

Foster [co-owner] used to be a chef so we 

could fi re up some massive pizzas.”

W H E R E  E L S E  T O  G O 

I N  N O R T H  WA L E S

C O E D  Y  B R E N I N

Classic old-school trails full of rocks, or 

new bermed fl ow trails. Check out the 

Slab section and the Foundry skills zone.

A N T U R  S T I N I O G

Gravity riding at its rockiest, this former 

slate quarry now has red, black and blue 

uplifted trails and a cracking cafe.

S N O W D O N

Push for a few hours up this monster 

mountain, then reap the rewards on 

the Ranger or Llanberis descents. Note 

the voluntary non-ride times though, 

10am-5pm from May 1 to September 30.

C O E D  L L A N D E G L A

50km of singletrack trails, a decent cafe, 

a skills area, pump track and freeride 

zone combine to make Llandegla a 

popular destination.

The 50to01 trail at Revolution Bike Park 

is too much for most of us, so they’ve 

built a bermy red trail too
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FA S T  &  F I T

S P R I N G
As the trails start to dry

out, they start rolling much faster.

This normally means that

you’re carrying a bit more speed

into every turn. Depending on where

you ride, there may be a little less support

in the ground, because as the moisture that

normally binds the dirt together evaporates, it

will allow for a lot more movement. The upshot

is that there’s less room for error and less

ultimate grip. Be aware of this and allow

yourself a little more braking time. You’ll

be carrying more speed than you 

think you are, so take 

your time. 

A U T U M N
As the leaves start to fall

they tend to cover the trails. The

inherent moisture that comes with the

season will have you rolling slower, but

a lot of the roots, rocks, sharper obstacles

and slimy patches will be covered by leaves.

Be aware of this and expect the odd

shock through your arms and legs.

The way you prepare for this is to stay

low and concentrate on a strong neutral

position. This way you’ll be ready

to handle all the surprises that 

are hidden by the

camoufl age. 

W I N T E R
The gnarly tyres are back

on, you’re fully covered up, and

the trail surface is rolling slower than

ever. You’re not going to set Strava alight,

so concentrate on working on your technique

instead. Slippery roots and wet, slimy mud

is easy to see coming, and the movement

associated with sliding on features at this time

of year is generally slow and predictable. In

summer this movement would take you by

surprise and move you fast, but in winter

you know it’s going to happen so be

ready for it. Stay low, opening up

movement, and watch where 

you brake. 

Britain’s trails are subjected to a wide climatic range, which, let’s face it, usually equates to

lots of mud. Here’s how to make the most of every season and the weather it comes with

S U M M E R
The longer it’s dry, the

dustier the trails become. The

chances are that by the time summer

rolls around you’ve already switched to

faster rolling tyres, so you’re carrying a lot

more speed than you were in winter. Couple this

with the fact that there’s less traction available

and you’ve got the perfect conditions for a crash.

Be smart enough to recognise this and back off.

You’ll be able to do the same speeds with a

lot less effort, so take your time on the way

into sections and predict the movement

that will come from a loose surface.

The speed will come from the

conditions and not your 

efforts.
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R I D E W I T H T H E K I D S

1
G O B A L A N C E
B I K E R A C I N G
Yes, this really is a thing — kids

as young as two get to race at the

official BC National Downhill series, in

Llangollen on August 20. Don’t worry,

they’re not racing on the full course;

the Strider Downhill Cup starts in a

field at the bottom of the track and

goes through some chicanes in the

finish area, where there should be a

big crowd gathered to cheer them on.

There are podiums for the winners

and medals for all. The only drawback

is you have to race on just one brand

of balance bike, the Strider. The good

news, the bike’s only £66. If you can’t

get to Wales for this, there’s a race in 

Kent in September too.

striderbike.co.uk/events

2
R A C E E U R O P E ’ S
B I G G E S T K I D S ’
B I K E E V E N T

This takes place in Austria, at a ski

region in the North Tyrol. It’s called

MTB-Festival Serfaus-Fiss-Ladis, and

starts on July 31 with a Rookie Camp:

six days of riding, learning from pro 

riders and working on technique, race

tactics, line choice… and fun. The week

culminates in the Kona Rookie Games

that features a pump track challenge,

downhill racing, and the Specialized

Rookies Cup, presented by iXS on

August 4-5. There’s the mountain bike

equivalent of the mums and dads’ race

too — you pair up with the nipper and

race downhill, trying your hardest to 

disguise just how much winning 

means to you.

po.st/Serfaus

Summer hols are almost upon us, so here's our pick of the best kids’ events

I N S P I R A T I O N

3
S E N D Y O U R K I D S 
T O S C H O O L
Mountain bike school, of course.

Sign up online, then head to the Hope

Academy Skills Session at Minehead

in Exmoor on July 8 for a Kids Skills

Session. It’s great value: for £10 you

get a Hope Academy T-shirt that

normally costs £10, and 90 minutes

of coaching… plus “some extra little

goodies,” Hope says. There are two

age groups — 4-6 year olds and 7-12

year olds — and if you’re in the North,

there’s a kids skills event in the Hope

Valley in September. See: hopetech.

com or email demo@hopetech.com

4
V I S I T T H E I S L E O F
W I G H T F E S T I VA L
The cycling festival, not the

music one. It runs for two weeks from

September 23: the first week is full of

road stuff, but the second has junior

racing, coaching sessions and the

Hills Killer Challenge — a big race over

three, seven or 14 hills. There’s the

usual festival stuff too, food vendors, 

live entertainment, and a party.

iwcyclefest.com
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V O T E F O R B R I T A I N ’ S 

B E S T B I K E S H O P
Love your local bike shop? Shout about it in our UK-wide poll

What makes a great bike

shop? Is it an opulent display

of mouth-watering bikes and

kit to drool over and fondle?

Or perhaps it’s the chance to

chit-chat with a like-minded

bike nerd who can’t walk away.

Or could it be the primo coffee

and cake that many bike shops

now serve, as they increasingly

blur the lines between social

club, emporium of shiny bits

and source of knowledge and

advice? Hey, it could even be

something as simple as the

smell of rubber and grease.

Whatever it is, we want to

celebrate the importance and

relevance of the local bike shop,

so we’re launching a UK-wide

poll, and asking you to nominate

the best bike shops in the

land. So, if your local bike shop

delivers great service, goes

above and beyond the call of

duty or simply puts up with you

lurking around the workshop,

drinking tea and debating

leverage curves, we want you to

shout about it — take part in our

Britain’s Best Bike Shops poll,

in partnership with Lezyne, Muc

Off and Bikezaar, and vote for 

your favourite shop. 

L O C A L H E R O E S
So why are we doing this? Most

of us use online distributors to

a greater or lesser extent, and

that means bike shops have

had to raise their game over

the last decade. Times are

tough for regular shops in this

changing retail environment.

The thing is though, we still

need those bike shops — often

they’re the lynchpin of the

riding community, bringing

grizzled veterans together

and providing a focal point

for new riders too. We know

plenty of bike shops that go

out of their way to help people

find new trails, encourage

women to ride more, coach

enthusiastic kids, or organise

trail building and maintenance.

They’re the respectable public

face of mountain biking in

some areas too, liaising with

local landowners and helping 

improve trail access.

They still offer the old

services we need too, they’re

always the place to go when

you mess up fitting a new part,

or just want to see and try a

product before you buy it. And

if you’re in the market for a new 

bike, there’s a lot to be said for

actually sitting on a test model

before you commit, or only

paying the difference if you

want to swap out new parts

at point of purchase. And if

anything should go wrong, a

good bike shop will always

have your back.

This poll is about recognising

this vital contribution then,

and shouting about bricks and

mortar retailers at a time when

the internet is doing most of the

talking. Vote for your local shop

and show them how much they

are valued. The winners will be

announced in September, but

the poll goes live on mbr.co.uk 

on June 28.

H O W T O G E T 

I N V O LV E D
Q VOTE Dead simple, go to

mbr.co.uk and get on it.

Q TALK ABOUT IT Tell your

mates to get involved.

Tweet at us, Instambr

or post on Facebook with

your recommendations.

Don’t forget to tag us

Q Talk to your LBS and get 

them involved too.

Bike shops are

feeling the pinch

as never before

Show your LBS some

TLC and give them

your vote
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N E V E R 
T O O

Retire, collect your pension

and take up mountain biking

Speed. Thrills. Risks. Danger. Mountain

biking offers them all. So it may not

seem a suitable hobby for a retired

gentleman. Jim Hornsby proves

otherwise. When he started collecting

his pension, he could’ve taken up bowls,

bingo or gardening. Instead he chose fat

tyres, singletrack and steep hills.

“Being outdoors gets more valuable,

and exercise gets more important, the

older you get,” says Jim, over a lager

and nuts. “Mountain biking is excellent

aerobic exercise and great for fitness in

‘late middle age’,” he says with a wink.

He’s 71.

He’s got the gear and the attitude.

“I wasn’t a young man when our sons

were born, but when they got to the

age where they could ride bikes, I got

a cheap hardtail so we could ride along

quiet cliff tracks on our family holidays

in Dorset,” says Jim.

When the boys became teenagers, it

was only natural they didn’t want to ride

with their old man. By then Jim was in his

60s and was saved from daytime TV by

a charity ride along the entire 100 miles

of the South Downs Way. He signed up, 

knuckled down and smashed it.

His experience will be familiar to

every mountain biker. “It was a mix of

pain and pleasure,” he says, “The hills

are long and take ages, so you need

resilience. There’s a pride in reaching

the top. You don’t want to put a foot

down because that’s a kind of failure,

even if nobody sees it. The downhills

are scary. They’re so fast and you have

to react quickly to avoid hitting even a

molehill. It’s a mental challenge to find

out how much you dare let go — and 

that’s thrilling.”

After the first SDW he upped his

game, finding a good Stumpjumper

on eBay for £800. “I cherish it. It’s

beautifully made and gives a wonderful

ride. It’s very responsive so I’ve got

only myself to blame for the times I’ve

crashed,” he says.

He laughs about a tumble during

another SDW ride. “I wasn’t fit enough

so by the second day my legs were

shot. I lost control on a steep descent,

heading towards a flock of sheep. They

didn’t move fast enough and I hadn’t

realised I’d punctured, even when I

braked. The bike swerved. I just missed

the sheep and hit the deck. I was OK

but, tragically, the rear mech was bust.”

After tears and TLC the bike was

fixed and Jim’s off-roading was

fostered by another old-timer he’d met

on the SDW, Pete Betts. “Pete was a

great companion, younger, fitter and

experienced. We rode some fantastic

trails together.” Sadly Pete died in

a football accident, but not before

he’d enthused gentleman Jim to keep

hitting the trails. “Mountain biking is

exhilarating,” he says, “It makes you feel 

younger, not older.”

I N S P I R A T I O N

Sod the free bus

pass, Jim’s too

busy riding!
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G E T  S E T 
F O R  Y O U R 
F I R S T 

First time at a race? Here are the best tips and tricks 

for setting up your mind, body, bike and soul

H O W  T O  F I X  Y O U R 
N U M B E R  B O A R D
Normal cable routing, where the cables 

cross neatly round the head tube, works 

best for normal riding... but not enduro 

racing. You need something to anchor 

your numberboard to, and the best 

moorings are cables running straight — so 

the rear brake and shifter cable up the left 

side of the bike, and the front brake going  

up to the right side of the handlebar.

W H A T  T O  T W E A K
Properly clean your bike the day before and go over it with 

a fi ne-toothed comb. Run through the gears to make sure 

they’re adjusted. Examine the brake pads for wear. Make 

sure the cables are not frayed. Lube the chain and the fork 

and shock seals with some suspension oil to maximise 

performance. Racing is so often all about the tyres. Do some 

research and fi nd out how steep the terrain is likely to be — 

is it rocky? How much pedalling is there? What is the weather 

forecast? Choose your tyres accordingly and experiment with 

pressures during practice.

W H A T  T O  B R I N G
You want to keep weight to 

a minimum, but we’d still 

recommend taking a well-

equipped multi-tool with a 

chain breaker, a quick link 

for the chain, an inner tube or 

tubeless repair kit, and a pump. 

H O W  T O . . .



H O W  T O  G E T  T O  T H E 
S T A G E S  O N  T I M E
Many enduros involve stage times that 

start on an actual clock time, so write 

down your stage times and tape them 

to your top tube so you don’t arrive late 

and incur penalties. You can also use 

this to plan times to eat and drink.

H O W  T O  G A U G E 
Y O U R  E F F O R T
Following on from above, you need 

some form of reading the time — a 

watch strapped to the top tube, or the 

bars, is a simple way of doing this at a 

glance. If you have a GPS watch, even 

better — fi nd out the length of the route 

and plan your nutrition accordingly. 

Being careful

not to scratch

the shock, remove any

mounting hardware that 

may hinder access to 

the air can. Unscrew the 

valve cap. Release all 

the air from your shock 

by fully depressing the 

valve core.

Unscrew the air 

can by hand (wrap 

an inner tube around 

it for more purchase if 

it’s really tight). Clean 

the inside of the can 

and the body of the 

shock thoroughly — pay 

particular attention to 

the wiper seal at the end 

of the can.

Remove the main 

seal by hand, by 

pinching it as shown — 

do not use tools. Clean 

the seal, the two white 

PTFE back-up rings and 

the seal seat. Replace 

the seals if damaged. 

Lubricate the seals with 

suspension grease or 

Float Fluid and re-fi t.

Add a couple of 

millilitres of Float 

Fluid to the air can and 

slide it onto the body. 

Once in place add a 

couple more as shown 

— this lubricates the can 

either side of the seal.

With rebound 

set to full and 

compression/lockout 

adjustments set to 

minimum/off, compress 

the shock and screw 

the air can into place by 

hand only. Re-infl ate.
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W H A T  T O  T H I N K
With the practical stuff ticked off you can relax before race day, knowing you’ve 

done everything you can and put time and effort into preparation. You can’t 

control the other stuff (the weather, how tough the course might be) but you can 

control your approach and your mindset. Knowing you are prepared will give you 

the confi dence to concentrate on going fast and having fun. 

W H E N  T O  E A T
If you’re riding for more than an 

hour — so basically any enduro — 

then food and drink is essential. 

Eat something at least every 40 

minutes and drink at the same 

time, if not more often. You want 

both fast and slow-release carbs, 

and go for a mix of real food and 

bars, gels and energy drinks.

W H A T  T O  W E A R
You want to carry around as little 

as possible in an enduro race, but 

equally you have to be safe, so 

try to get your clothing spot on, 

bearing in mind enduros can often 

mean waiting around at the top of 

a hill for your stage start. Knee-

pads, gloves, shorts, a baselayer 

and a long-sleeve mid-layer is a 

good start, with a waterproof in 

your pack just in case it rains.
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How to get slick, reliable 

suspension in just 15 minutes
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First rides

 W
hen it comes to 

launching new bikes, 

Intense doesn’t mess 

about. This EWS-ready, 

big-wheeled Carbine 

is its latest weapon reimagined in 

high-tech carbon, where the top-end 

SL frame also gets a carbon rocker link, 

titanium pivot hardware and internal 

carbon cable guides. 

The pimped-out Factory build, ridden 

here, is a nine grand ‘statement’ bike, 

but four other models make this one 

of Intense’s most competitively priced 

new-generation bikes to date.

With a new profi le and 155mm of 

travel, the latest Carbine gets slack and 

long-ish geometry with great standover 

clearance on all frame sizes, so riders 

can enjoy the stability of an increased 

reach measurement without the seat 

tower or top tube getting in the way. 

There’s a carbon upper link on 

the top builds, and alloy links on the 

cheaper models, with the pricier SL 

frame using T1000 carbon to reduce 

weight and give a different chassis 

feel. As well as Boost dropout spacing, 

the Carbine now incorporates Metric 

shock fi tment to bring it bang up to 

date — the advantages of which are 

improved bushing overlap and longer 

service intervals.

Riding on the rough and rocky 

tracks of Punta Ala, Italy (location of 

the fi rst-ever EWS race), the Carbine’s 

high-modulus chassis immediately felt 

solid, responsive and stiff. Intense is 

touting its new 29er as more than just 

a pure enduro race machine though, so 

NEED TO
KNOW
O�29er enduro 

race weapon with 

155mm travel

O�High-modulus 

carbon SL frame 

also gets a carbon 

upper link, titanium 

pivot hardware 

and internal cable 

guide tubes

O�Latest Metric 

shock sizing brings 

the highly rated 

RockShox Super 

Deluxe to the party

O�Race-ready 

specifi cation 

includes an 800mm 

bar, 40mm stem 

and Maxxis DHR II 

WT tyres

INTENSE CARBINE FACTORY
For enduro obsessives with speed on their 
minds, the new Carbine hits the target

Cables run through 

stunningly fi nished frame

SWINGING A LEG OVER WHAT’S HOT THIS MONTH

N E W  B I K E S
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we also rode typical trail bike terrain.

With a 65.5° head angle and 1,233mm

wheelbase (size L), the faster, rougher

trails revealed the Carbine’s lust for raw,

straight-line speed and it definitely felt

optimised for racing.

Across blown-out rock gulleys and

very chunky ground, the Carbine locks

onto every line choice without flinching

or deflecting, and it doesn’t ride so

low that you need to stress about

crunching pedals on rocks, which is

pretty reassuring when going so fast.

Even with the grip-for-days Minion DHR

II 3C tyres at both ends, pedal efficiency

felt on a par with the current crop of

gravity-focused 29er enduro bikes too.

Sure, the Intense needed some

fettling to find the best balance between

its suspension sweet spot and ideal

weight distribution, and it definitely felt

less intuitive than Evil’s plug-and-play

Wreckoning that recently won our

long-travel 29er bike test. Adding

volume reducers to the rear shock

delivered more support and feedback,

improving the bike’s ability to change

direction quickly and more easily.

RockShox’s Super Deluxe RC3 shock

has noticeably lower friction compared

to older generation dampers, but the

Carbine isn’t overly sensitive, instead

hurling you down the trail at warp speed

while skipping across the tops of the

bumps, rather than tracking every little

undulation. The super-rigid Enve wheels

intensify this razor-sharp vibe, so it’s

something that may be less evident

on the more affordable build options.

S P O T L I G H T O N . . .

JS tuned suspension
Jeff Steber-tuned suspension is a VPP-style

counter-rotating twin-link design where

Intense uses three platforms with varying link

lengths and pivot locations depending on

travel and application. The new Carbine gets

the medium ‘Enduro’ link layout where travel

is increased by 15mm over the older model.

The leverage rate has increased too, with a

curve that’s initially linear, but then much

more progressive towards full travel. This

configuration helps the suspension move more

freely at the beginning of the stroke, while

making it harder to bottom out deeper in the

travel. There’s also a grease port in the lower

link for ease of maintenance.

HIGHS
Monster truck high-speed

capability and stability with good

ground clearance. Beautiful frame

finishing quality.

LOWS
Suspension set-up and

handling not as intuitive as some bikes.

Unyielding Enve M70 wheels won’t be

for everyone, not least because they

bump the price up a lot.

1 S T I M P R E S S I O N

�

�

The chassis felt 
solid, responsive 
and stiff

SPECIFICATION
Frame Monocoque 
high-modulus  
carbon with titanium 
pivot hardware,  
155mm travel

Shock RockShox 
Super Deluxe RC3

Fork RockShox  
Lyrik RCT3 Solo Air, 
160mm travel

Wheels DT Swiss 240S 
hubs, Enve M70 Thirty 
HV, Maxxis Minion DHR 
II WT 29x2.4in tyres

Drivetrain SRAM XX1 
Eagle 34t chainset, XX1 
12-speed shifter, SRAM 
XO1 Eagle r-mech

Brakes Shimano XTR, 
180mm

Components Enve 
carbon DH 800mm 
bar, Enve 40mm stem, 
Fox Transfer 150mm 
dropper, Fabric Scoop 
Radius Pro with  
carbon rails

Sizes S, M, L, XL

Weight 13.65kg 
(30.1lb)

GEOMETRY
Size ridden L

Rider height 5ft 9in

Head angle 65.5° 

Seat angle 74°

BB height 348mm

Chainstay 445mm

Front centre 788mm

Wheelbase 1,233mm

Down tube 713mm

Top tube 655mm

Reach 455mm

That doesn’t detract from the fact that 

the new Carbine is beautifully finished, 

eye-wateringly rapid and ready to 

rumble, with arguably maximum appeal 

for clock-watching speed freaks rather 

than fun-loving, flicky, jumpy, berm-

slashing types.

Mick Kirkman

Intense retains traditional 

VPP layout next to the new

Santa Cruz Nomad

Intense Carbine Factory: 

eye-wateringly fast and

eye-wateringly expensive 
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 W
ith mbr’s Hardtail of the 

Year test still fresh in my 

mind, it was impossible 

not to compare the 

B’Twin Rockrider 560 

with the winning bike in that test, the 

Vitus Nucleus 275 VR.

On the scales, the B’Twin is just over 

1kg lighter, even though the Vitus gets 

an air-sprung fork. This is in part due to 

the lightweight alloy frame and spindly 

fork size, but the weight-saving benefi ts 

of the skinny 2.1in Hutchinson Cobra 

semi-slick tyres can’t be ignored either. 

Decathlon UK appreciates that these 

aren’t the best tyres for most UK riding 

conditions, so it’s throwing in a set of 

Michelin Wild Grip’R 2.25in tyres free 

of charge. The more pronounced tread 

of the bigger-volume Michelin tyre 

instantly boosted cornering confi dence, 

and because we only fi tted one at the 

front, it also helped slacken out the 

steering geometry a touch, making 

the B’Twin feel slightly more stable 

on the descents.

It’s nothing like as sure-footed as 

the Vitus though; the 80mm stem 

and narrow bar providing a much 

less commanding riding position. 

In fact, the attitude of the B’Twin is 

very much XC-focused.

As such, the bike feels fast and 

effi cient on the trails, and much to our 

surprise, it wasn’t harsh, even with the 

relatively narrow 2.1in tyre on the rear. 

It’s quiet too, thanks to the excellent 

SRAM X5 drivetrain. 

One key area in the component 

package that’s really lacking though, 

is the brakes. The Tektro units have 

a square lever profi le that’s not very 

comfortable. Thankfully there’s no 

shortage of stopping power, even with 

the relatively small 160mm rotors. 

B’Twin provides a wealth of detailed 

information about the Rockrider 560. 

Its website covers everything from how 

much lighter the wheelset is compared 

to the less expensive Rockrider 540, to 

putting a fi gure on the comfort benefi ts 

of the slender 27.2mm seatpost. The

NEED TO
KNOW
O�Lightweight 

alloy hardtail with a 

100mm-travel fork

O�Slick-shifting 

SRAM X5 2x10 

drivetrain

O�Slender 27.2mm 

seatpost for 

improved comfort

O�Free tyre upgrade 

with a set of 2.25in 

Michelin Wild 

Grip’Rs

B’TWIN ROCKRIDER 560
This Decathlon is light and fast but how does it 
compare to our Hardtail of the Year winner?

The bike feels 
fast and effi cient 
on the trails

N E W  B I K E S
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advice section says it all though:

“Restricted use: not suitable for

All-Mountain, Enduro and BMX.”

To be fair to B’Twin, it bills the

Rockrider 560 squarely as a touring

mountain bike, and I’m sure it won’t be

long before it produces a competitively

priced All-Mountain hardtail too. Until

then, the smart money is still on the

Vitus Nucleus 275 VR for £489.99.

Alan Muldoon

HIGHS
The surprisingly comfy ride and

fast, efficient turn of speed.

LOWS
Getting out of shape on bigger,

rougher terrain, and feeling those

brake levers bite.

1 S T I M P R E S S I O N

�

�

SPECIFICATION
Frame 6061 aluminium

Fork RockShox  
30 Silver coil,  
100mm travel

Wheels Aero Trail  
Evo, Hutchinson Cobra 
27.5x2.1in tyres

Drivetrain  
SRAM S600 38/24 
chainset, SRAM X5 
f-mech, r-mech and 
2x10 shifters

Brakes Tektro for 
B’Twin, 160mm

Components B’Twin 
Sport OS 680mm 
bar, 80mm stem and 
27.2mm seatpost, 
B’Twin Ergofit saddle

Sizes S, M, L, XL

Weight 12.98kg 
(28.61lb)

GEOMETRY
Size ridden L

Head angle 68.7°

Seat angle 72.9°

BB height 303mm

Chainstay 433mm

Front centre 687mm

Wheelbase 1,120mm

Down tube 681mm

Top tube 608mm

Rockrider 560: 

prioritises pace

over fun

SRAM X5 drivetrain

is quiet and smooth 

Narrow 27.2mm 

seatpost to dampen

trail buzz 

80mm stem is a

tad too long
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 P
ivot waited seven years before 

it fi nally deemed itself ready 

to bring out the long-awaited 

successor to its most popular 

bike ever, the Mach 5.7. 

Enter the Mach 5.5. It looks drop 

dead gorgeous, but according to Pivot, 

this isn’t just a facelift — this is a bike 

aimed squarely at the modern trail rider. 

It’s also a winner at bike-trend bingo: 

27.5x2.6in semi-plus tyres, tick. Boost 

dropout spacing, tick. Integration for 

Shimano Di2 and Fox Live, double tick. 

Space for a full-sized bottle in all frame 

sizes, tick. House!

Some things have stayed the same 

though; most importantly the Mach 

5.5 retains Pivot’s signature DW-Link 

suspension design. Delivering 140mm of 

travel, this twin-linkage system endows 

the Mach 5.5 with impressive pedalling 

and climbing capabilities, without 

impacting on its ability when bombing 

through the rough stuff.

At the UK launch, in the Forest of 

Dean, a fast lap of the red Freeminer 

trail saw me forgetting about the lock-

out on the shock, even for steep climbs. 

Pedal feedback is so minimal when 

stomping uphill out of the saddle, it 

really does climb like an XC bike. 

Being just over six foot, I would 

normally opt for an XL Pivot, but 

the sizing on the Mach 5.5 has been 

enlarged, so the large now has a 

much more appealing 460mm reach, 

opening up the cockpit to a much wider 

audience. On paper, the relatively tall 

NEED TO
KNOW
O�Pivot’s new 

140mm trail bike 

slots in between the 

Mach 429 and the 

Mach 6

O�Geometry 

designed around 

a 160mm fork and 

27.5in wheels

O�Carbon Boost

rear end capable 

of fi tting up to 

2.6in tyres

O�Available with 

nine different 

build kits from 

£4,850 or as a 

frame only

PIVOT MACH 5.5 PRO
This long-awaited successor to the Mach 5.7 
ticks all the boxes for the modern trail rider

Twin-linkage system

gives the bike

impressive qualities

N E W  B I K E S
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bottom bracket height should sound a 

few alarm bells, but Pivot gets round 

this by recommending more shock 

sag (the bike comes with a handy sag 

meter attached). This approach makes 

the bike sit into its travel a little more, 

dropping the dynamic BB height to an 

acceptable level while slackening out 

the head angle further.

Typical to Pivot, the Mach 5.5 is 

available in an extensive number of 

build configurations spread over three

levels: Team, Pro and Race. The top  

two tiers come with a new wheelset 

that’s a combined effort between 

Reynolds and Pivot. The wheels 

use Industry Nine hubs for almost 

instantaneous pick-up, and the 36mm 

internal rim width means there’s no 

problem running 2.5/2.6in tyres.

The DW-Link suspension really helps 

get the most out of the 140mm of travel.

Small bump suppleness is superb, and 

the mid-stroke is super easy to access. 

The suspension also ramps up nicely 

through the remaining travel, so even 

on larger hucks-to-flat, there’s no harsh 

bottom out. Combined with the 160mm 

Float 36 fork, the Mach 5.5 encourages 

you to dig deeper than you feel you 

should on a 140mm bike. In fact, it feels 

totally sure-footed pushing on typical 

trail centre tracks, thanks in no small 

part to the grippy Maxxis Minion DHF/

Rekon tyre combo.

HIGHS
Pedals and climbs better

than a lot of XC bikes. Stiff and light

Reynolds/Industry Nine wheels roll fast.

LOWS
Tyre clearance is limited with the 

2.6in rear tyre fitted.

1 S T I M P R E S S I O N

�

�

SPECIFICATION
Frame Mach 5.5 
carbon, 140mm travel

Shock Fox Float 
Factory DPS EVOL

Fork Fox 36 Factory 
Boost, 160mm travel

Wheels Industry Nine 
hubs, Reynolds ‘Wide 
Trail’ rims, Maxxis 
Minion DHF/ Rekon 
WT 27.5x2.6in tyres

Drivetrain Race Face 
Aeffect SL 30t crank, 
Shimano XT shifters 
and f-mech, XTR 
r-mech

Brakes Shimano XT, 
180mm

Components Phoenix 
Team Carbon 760mm 
bar, Phoenix Team 
Enduro 55mm stem, 
Fox Transfer 150mm 
seatpost, Phoenix 
WTB Vigo Pro saddle

Weight 12.93kg 
(28.49lb)

Sizes XS, S, M, L, XL

GEOMETRY
Size ridden L

Rider height 6ft 1in

Head angle 66.5°

Seat angle 73.5° 

BB height 340mm

Chainstay 431mm

Front centre 769mm

Wheelbase 1,200mm

Down tube 715mm

Top tube 639mm

Reach 460mm

As you can probably tell, I really 

enjoyed riding the Mach 5.5, so much 

so that I didn’t want to relinquish it at 

the end of the day. It really ignited my 

fun burners, but it also raised a major 

question: who is it really aimed at? With 

a longer fork than most pure trail bikes, 

and less rear-end travel than an enduro 

model, it feels like Pivot is targeting an 

increasingly specific market.

James Bracey

It feels totally 
sure-footed 
pushing on typical 
centre tracks

Drop red gorgeous:

the 5.5 is a winner

at bike trend bingo

The slick look is

enhanced by 

the neat cabling

36mm rims are arguably

overkill for 2.6mm tyres

DW-Link suspension 

is typically efficient 

under power
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 R
oll up to the car park at any 

enduro race, in any country, 

and you’ll probably fi nd Santa 

Cruz Nomads in abundance. 

Which is no mean feat 

considering this is a boutique bike, with a 

boutique price tag to match. So how does 

Santa Cruz go about improving such a 

successful model? 

For this fourth iteration, the engineers 

have concentrated on improving the 

suspension. For all its success, the v3 

Nomad was never the most sensitive 

bike on the market, and along with this 

weakness in small-bump performance 

was a slight lack of mid-stroke support. 

The primary goals with the new bike, 

then, were to improve these two areas, 

and to achieve that required a drastic 

reconfi guration of the Nomad frame. 

To create that more consistent 

response, Santa Cruz has adopted the 

layout of its V10 downhill bike, where 

the shock is driven by the lower VPP 

link, instead of the upper link as it is on 

the old Nomad. Hence a new interrupted 

seat tube, with an opening large enough 

to accommodate a coil shock. In turn, 

this has reduced space and demanded a 

new single upright swingarm to replace 

the twin-spar version. 

And while all this was going on, Santa 

Cruz was busy making 29ers cool with 

the downhill kids, so plenty of people, 

us included, thought the new Nomad 

would run big wheels. How wrong we 

were, however, because it’s still on 

27.5in, for the simple reason that it’s 

NEED TO
KNOW
O�Version four 

of the Nomad 

enduro bike

O�Travel increases 

to 170mm, choice of 

coil or air shock

O�Shock now

actuated by 

lower VPP link for 

better small bump 

sensitivity and 

more support

O�Juliana version, 

lightweight CC and 

more affordable C 

carbon frames

SANTA CRUZ NOMAD CC XO1 RESERVE 
Following some big changes, the Nomad is back 
and ready for a full-scale trail riot

Own brand carbon 

rims skip over

trail furniture

N E W  B I K E S
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very difficult to package a 170mm-travel

29er, keep the chainstays at the length

Santa Cruz wanted and still offer a wide

range of frame sizes.

To bring the geometry more in line

with modern thinking, reach has grown

by around 20-30mm on all five frame

sizes. The rest of the geometry has been

kept more or less the same, which is no

bad thing, although the addition of a Flip-

Chip gives the opportunity to lower the

BB height by 5mm and slacken the head

angle 0.4° if you’re not planning on doing

much pedalling.

Which would be a shame, because

as much as the Nomad is even better

at descending than ever before, it’s

also bewilderingly efficient at getting

back up to the top. Without even going

near the compression lever, it gives a

superbly stable platform, and when

climbing in the saddle, the steep seat

angle puts enough weight over the front

wheel to keep it from lifting and let you

steer a course, while still maintaining

traction at the rear. You’ll need to watch

that low BB height though; even in the

high position with 170mm cranks we

were regularly clipping pedals.

As much as the new Nomad is an

angel on the climbs, it’s demonic on the

descents. The new kinematics are further

boosted by a bearing in the rear shock

eyelet to deliver more grip than the old

model. With additional room in the frame

comes more confidence, more time to

react and more speed. And at 28lb with

HIGHS
Package of revisions takes the

Nomad into new territory.

LOWS
Start saving!

1 S T I M P R E S S I O N
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The Nomad goads 
you into riding like
an utter hooligan

SPECIFICATION
Frame Carbon CC, 
170mm travel

Shock RockShox 
Super Deluxe RCT 
coil or air

Fork RockShox Lyrik 
RCT3, 170mm travel

Wheels Santa Cruz 
Reserve 30 Carbon 
rims, DT Swiss 
350 hubs, Maxxis 
Minion DHF/DHR II 
27.5x2.5/2.4in tyres

Drivetrain SRAM X1 
Eagle crank, XO1 Eagle 
shifter and r-mech

Brakes SRAM Code 
RSC, 180/180mm 

Components Santa 
Cruz AM Carbon bar 
800mm, Race Face 
Aeffect R stem 50mm, 
WTB Silverado Pro 
saddle, RockShox 
Reverb Stealth 
dropper post

Weight 12.7kg (27.9lb) 
Sizes XS, S, M, L, XL

GEOMETRY
(HIGH SETTING)

Size ridden L

Rider height 5ft 10in

Head angle 65°

Seat angle 74.5°

BB height 344mm

Chainstay 430mm

Front centre 787mm

Wheelbase 1,217mm

Down tube 720mm

Top tube 619mm

Reach 460mm

pedals and a coil shock, you can fl ick it 

from edge to edge and change direction 

with far more subtle inputs than most 

bikes with the same travel. 

It’s that coil-sprung shock that really 

sings sweetest, too, with a heightened 

sensitivity and instantaneous reaction 

time that’s both completely addictive and 

yet mildly concerning, as it goads you 

into riding like an utter hooligan. If they 

gave out ASBOs for descending, the new 

Nomad would be a serial offender.

Danny Milner

Coil-sprung shock

incites unprecedented

exuberance 

A woodland wanderer with

a penchant for fast and fi erce

downhill sorties 
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DARTMOOR DECORUM

E-BIKE TO THE RESCUE
Here’s a benefit of e-bikes that maybe

no one has thought of. While out on the

South Downs Way recently, our tail man,

unbeknownst to us, took a wrong turn

and became separated from the group

(our bad; we should never have let him

lag so far behind).

Anyway, we’d called him, so had a

vague sense where he might be, but were

still trying to figure out how on earth

to find him. In the meantime, a friendly

e-biker passed by who thankfully knew

the area. He said he’d go and look for him.

Off he sped up the hill at silly speeds, and

with the benefit of electric assist, quickly

found him two miles away from us off the

main South Downs Way. He directed our

friend back onto the main trail and we

were reunited.

Firstly I want to thank this man for

his random act of human kindness

(hopefully he readsmbr) and for

upholding the wonderful mtb spirit, and

secondly to point out that e-bikes can

be rescue bikes, especially if all around

you are fl agging. Yay!

Mark Langley

Ed — Look hard enough and there is

good in everyone, even an e-biker! 

Joking apart, I’ve also taken advantage

of the e-bike’s rescue talents when

one of our crew broke his chain on a

lunchtime ride and we didn’t have any

tools. I just found some twine tied to a 

tree and used it as a tow rope!

HOT AND SLUGGISH
Having just fitted a different fork to my

bike, I have spent time dialling it into

my preferred setting (poppy). I’m no

suspension guru, but I have a basic idea

of what happens when I turn the dials. I

have been happy with the results, until

last week’s ride. I check the air/tyre

pressures before every ride, but my past

few rides have been spoilt, with the bike

feeling over-damped and sluggish, using

settings that worked previously. I’m now

wondering if the warmer weather can

affect suspension/tyre performance.

Anybody else had these problems? I

realise there are many variables, but I

would be interested to know if this is

a possibility. I run a Scott Equalizer 2

shock with a Fox CTD Float 34.

Steven Richardson

Ed — As temperatures rise, so will

pressure (around 1psi for every 10°C). 

Which means that forks, shocks 
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I recently read your route guide to the

Hunter’s Path on Dartmoor with mixed

feelings. It always produces feelings of local pride

when my backyard is featured in the mag, but on

this occasion there are also feelings of trepidation 

about the lack of warning which should

accompany this route.

Castle Drogo and the Fingle valley are the first

tourist venues that people come across when they

enter the north of Dartmoor National Park, so as a

result these paths see a lot of traffic from ramblers

and dog walkers. The area is also on National

Trust land, which is always sensitive to high

volumes of mountain bikers.

A local’s tip would be to make sure you ride

responsibly at quieter times of day, and be

especially cautious on the two-way trails while

watching out for walkers, dogs, children, deer

and wild horses.

A great spot for an evening or early morning

spin, but be aware there are better, quieter routes

just a stone’s throw away.

Simon Shirley-Smith

Ed – Very good

point, Simon.

Always be polite, ride

responsibly and slow

right down around walkers (or

equestrians) at honey pots such as Castle Drogo,

and, as Simon suggests, time your visit to avoid

the busiest periods. Not only will it minimise 

confl icts, it’ll maximise your enjoyment. 

Y O U R  L E T T E R S

WINS
a Madison Zenith

waterproof jacket

WORTH
£99.99

Time your meander

on Dartmoor for

maximum enjoyment 



Time to load the van with

some high street models

WHO Andy Wylie HOW Cased a seven-

foot-gap-jump, destroyed my spleen,

emergency surgery to save my life as

lost seven pints of blood in my abdomen. 

Here is the gash with 34 staples.

WHO Collette Mechem

HOW Downhill trails without kneepads, 

not recommended.

WHO Warren Laidler HOW Not exactly

life threatening, but my foot came off

the pedal going downhill, I tried to get it

back on and it got dragged into the back 

wheel and stuck here!

WHO Gracie Woodruff HOW Lost the

bead on my front tyre, landed elbow

first into the rocks of Tabeguache. A

debrisectomy followed by eight stitches.

Send your dig tal injury pictures to
mbroldblokes@ipcmedia.com

Send your digital injury pictures to
mbroldblokes@timeinc.com

In association with G-Form
Go to g-form.com

OLD BLOKES
WHO SHOULD KNOW BETTER

WINNER
receives G-Form

Pro-X knee/elbow pads

WORTH

£120!

and tyres will feel firmer and offer

reduced grip on a hot day unless you

compensate for it. Damping will also

be affected by temperature, but more

from friction and energy dissipation

than ambient temperature variations.

Could be that the fork and/or shock 

needs a service?

KRAKEN IDEA
A superb test, as always, for your

Hardtail of the Year. However, I have

what may seem like a crazy thought...

I was casually browsing a local

Halfords store, as you sometimes

find yourself doing, and I stumbled

across what the staff were

terming the ‘new’ Carrera Kraken,

with what seemed like an impressive

spec list to boot — 120mm-travel

Suntour XCR forks, Shimano hydraulic 

brakes, etc.

I guess my question is, have

you tested, or will you test, these

‘mainstream high street’ bikes against 

their more well known and highly

regarded named rivals?

Luke

Ed — Good idea Luke. We’ll see if we 

can get one in to test.

HELPING HAND
Following a big crash a few years ago

which resulted in a suspected broken

scaphoid, I had two cortisone injections

to try and ease the chronic wrist

pain still lingering almost two years

afterwards. This turned out not to be a

great idea, as a week after the second

injection I lost the use of my left index

finger after the tendons snapped as I

was braking on a downhill section.

After two failed ops to graft the

tendons, and 16 weeks of single-

handedness, I have ended up with my

left index finger no longer functioning,

and the knuckle joint sort of seized into 

a curled position. This was causing me

massive problems with grip and braking, 

so I did a few things:

- experimented with handlebar

shapes to assist with the best possible

hand position;

- swapped over the front brake to the

left on all my bikes as the front doesn’t

need so much power to operate with

the left;

- bought some reach and bite point

adjustable Hope levers to help me tune

reach to perfection.

Whilst this has helped, I read your

article ‘Sort Your Controls’ in the July

issue and learned that the middle and

ring fingers share a tendon, making it

difficult to work them independently for

grip and braking (as my middle finger is

now the braking digit).

On technical, fast downhills, I find

I lose grip after sustained high speed

hard braking and drop-offs, or severe

terrain, and have fallen a few times after

my hand has just let go.

A fairly random problem here but any

ideas what else might help please?

Paul Whittle

Ed – Any hand experts out there that

can help Paul? Email us with any

suggestions and we’ll pass them on. 
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Pressure cooker: high

temps will firm up

your forks  
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Ben Damph Torridon on a week of 

freak warm weather in Northern 

Scotland in May. Photo: Jeff Shields 

Cadair Idris, awesome.

Photo: Wayne Stevens

Second of three very intense days 

for The Rat Race Crossing, at 

Loweswater. Photo: Ben Pentney

My heart was in my mouth 

watching @steve_bricknall 

send this massive gap! Photo: @

daveclarkson_dcp 

Last month’s ride round 

#WakerleyWoods. Seriously 

missing trail riding recently. Wedding 

planning is absorbing all free time! 

Photo: A Gravity Man

My Five RS amongst the Bluebells 

at the FOD. Photo: Mark Pulleyn

01

03

04

05

SEND US 
YOUR PICS!

To enter, send your inspiring 

photos — 3MB max fi le size — to 

mbrreaderphotos@timeinc.com, 

or enter on Instagram with the 

hashtag #mbrreaderphotos. 

Please include a caption so we 

know what we’re looking at!

02

YOUR
PHOTOS

BIKE L VE

05

06

06
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The fickle British climate loves to mock our sun-dappled dreams but if
you can drag yourself from the warmth of the cafe and soak it all up, a

deluged North York Moors make for a spectacular consolation prize

Words & photos: Sim Mainey
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I N A S S O C I A T I O N W I T H

W I N  A 
R O C K S H O X 
R E V E R B 
S E A T P O S T  
1 X  R E M O T E
See page 56
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he fire’s on and I’m settled into 

a comfy chair with my hands 

wrapped round a cup of coffee.  

The full-height window of the cafe streams 

with water, and looking into the distance, 

a small white cloud has got itself lodged 

in the trees of the wooded hillside, giving 

the edge of the North York Moors National 

Park a North Shore feel. Beyond that is 

grey upon grey upon grey.

After a week or so of good weather, the 

run on sun has ended in quite some style 

— British summertime failing to live up to 

the promise of British springtime. I’m no 

fair-weather rider — a bit of wind and rain is all part 

and parcel of mountain biking, and a decent jacket, 

coupled with a determination to leave the house, are 

usually all I need to ride in the worst of conditions.  

A lot of the time bad weather is an irritation, but 

today it’s a full-on frustration.

You see, this North York Moors Killer Loop has 

been put together by local rider Rob. Keen to show 

off some of the best riding in his part of the world, 

he’s spent a lot of time plotting a route, riding it, 

tweaking it and sending me photos along the way 

of the trails and views I’d be pointing my camera at 

when I visited. The last photos Rob sent through, 

taken the evening before, were full of green and gold 

hillsides, blue skies and cotton wool clouds. Like 

the big prize on a TV gameshow being revealed to 

an unlucky contestant, it’s a case of ‘here’s what you 

could have won’, except that I get the big reveal at the 

beginning, rather than the end.

Rob, Rafi and I stare into the grey from the 

comfort of the Rusty Bike cafe and sip slowly at 

our drinks, prolonging the inevitable and playing 

a waiting game, both with the weather and each 

other — who will break first, get out of their seat 

and officially start the ride. Phones are checked and 

various forecasts consulted for any possible hint of 

a gap in the rain. The forecasts are all definitive — 

heavy rain appears to be the flavour of the day, so 

there’s nothing left to do but just get out and throw 

ourselves at the whims of the weather.

 As usual, after five minutes of riding, it’s fine.  

Fine as in my jacket has wetted out, my shoes 

Path of least resistance:

rain and riders stream

down the valley

“These shorts are

crying out for a

sail cloth gusset!”
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T E L AST P OTOS
OB SENT WERE

UL O U
S I S AND COT TON

WOO  CLOUDS



are sloshing with water and it’s not actually possible 

for me to be any wetter — so it can rain all it likes 

now. There’s something liberating about knowing 

that you’re as wet as you can be, you cease to ride 

around puddles or care about the rain at all. It 

doesn’t matter how much waterproofing you have 

on, only being totally drenched makes you truly 

impervious to the rain. 

NORTHERN DRAMA
The North York Moors are hardly unassuming, but 

they can sneak up on you, rising dramatically from 

the surrounding pan-flat plains with no rolling hills 

to ease you in, no early warning of what’s to come, 

and eventually crashing to an abrupt stop at the east 

coast. Just 20 minutes into the ride and we’re not far 

into Scugdale, but it already feels like we’re deep into 

the creases of the moors and venturing into an area a 

lot more wild than the twee towns that are scattered 

through the National Park.

52  mbr  SUMMER 2017
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Searching for the 

great whippet of

North Yorkshire
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A short, sharp, direct bridleway takes us up to the 

moorland plateau. Shin-height heather stretches off to 

the horizon, broken up by the occasional windswept 

tree, coffee brown ponds and trails running in all 

directions. I wonder if, viewed from above, they’d 

make up Yorkshire’s answer to the Nazca Lines 

of Peru, but rather than depicting monkeys or 

hummingbirds they’d show whippets and sheep. 

We pick our way across the moor like slot-bike 

racers, staying in the heather-lined ruts, paying 

attention to pedal position to prevent being flipped 

unceremoniously over the bars. From the top of the 

moor we can see that the mono-grey sky is actually 

the full gamut of grey, darker clouds moving over 

the mid-grey backdrop, which changes in opacity so 

distant hills appear and vanish. We cut down the hill 

to the Lordstone Country Park visitor centre for a pot 

of tea and a brief respite from the drowning.

It seems we’re not the only ones with this idea. 

Ramblers fill the cafe, along with the fug of damp 

and drying clothing and the earthy smell of the 

outside brought inside. Phones and forecasts are 

optimistically re-checked, but all continue with their 

bleak predictions. Tea drunk and water dripped onto 

the chairs, it’s time to leave the humidity of the cafe 

and crack on. 

“It’s like riding on butter that’s been taken out of  

the fridge and then briefly blasted with a blowtorch,” 

says Rafi. Weeks of good weather has baked the clay 

trails hard, leaving tyre tracks, hoof impressions  

and boot prints imprinted in the ground. The recent 

heavy downpour has only added a veneer of greasy 

slip. The trail keeps largely on the level, but along the 

way small bumps, drops and banked corners have 

us raising and dropping our saddles, encouraging 

us to push with our legs, rather than pedal, to make 

the most of the flowing pumptrack-style trail. It’s a 

fast section, the occasional puddle and the shearing 

top layer of dirt adding a bit jeopardy to things and 

keeping our attention sharp. Rafi says he rode this 

trail last week and it was ludicrously fast and dusty. 

Despite how fun it is, I don’t want to know what I’m 

missing — I just wish I’d remembered my riding 

glasses and fitted a mudguard…

Then the weather, seemingly in need of a breather, 

changes, and the rain stops. For the first time today 

we can see the sun — a white disc behind a thin grey 

curtain of cloud. A frenzy of photography breaks out, 

rain is wiped from lenses that are glossy black 

I N  A S S O C I A T I O N  W I T H

MY SHOES ARE SLOSHING WITH WATER. 
IT’S NOT POSSIBLE TO BE ANY WETTER 
SO IT CAN RAIN ALL IT LIKES NOW

Wooded slopes yield

traction and speed 

to those in the know 

Slippery roots call for

maximum focus
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from the drenching earlier, and cautious optimism 

surfaces — maybe the forecasts were wrong, 

maybe our luck is in. The cloud level lifts and the 

surrounding landscape reveals itself: a patchwork of 

fields, farms and towns spreading into the distance, 

the sea, mouth of the Tees and Middlesbrough all 

now visible. 

BUCK INN TIME
Keen to make up some distance while the going 

is good, we crack on, spirits raised a little. We 

follow the treeline of Broughton Plantation, which 

starts as sunken track, eventually getting rockier, 

throwing occasional webs of glassy looking roots 

in for good measure. As we pass under the Wain 

Stones, the nature of the trail changes and takes on 

a more Alpine feel — tall conifers rock in the wind 

and a rolling sandy track dotted with rocks replaces  

the clay. Under the shelter of the trees, patches 

of dust and dry loam act as small memories of 

yesterday’s conditions.

We make it to the top of Urra Moor before the wall 

of rain comes into view, expanding and contracting 

to fill the valley, before eventually enveloping us.  

The trails on this hillside are black from the peat, 

still firm and yet to turn into draggy porridge or 

gritty gruel. Bracken, rather than heather, tears at 

our feet and grabs at our knuckles on some of the 

tighter downhill turns. On a good day, the view 

from the top is superb, I’m told. Even with the 

opaque filter of rain it’s certainly got something to it, 

allowing you to look into the heart of the moors one 

way, or out to the flatlands the other.

Heads down, hoods up, we jag across the 

landscape, making for the shelter of the bridleway 

that runs through East Bank Plantation, where 

Rob promises we’ll find dry loamy corners to play 

on. The loam has turned to Weetabix, the sheer 

volume of water coming off the hill has turned the 

trail into a river in parts, and the steep sections 

resemble flumes. With already soggy gussets, we 

don’t care, and take pleasure in hurtling down the 

trail in a wake of spray. Coniferous forest switches to 

deciduous, the last of the battered looking bluebells 

fighting for their place in between the ferns. We 

slither our way down to the bottom of the valley, 

where we face one more climb back to the Rusty Bike 

— but first chips.

“Look at the state of them,” is the not so 

whispered comment from one of the patrons 

of the Buck Inn in Chop Gate. Covered in filth 

and dripping wet, we don’t make for the best 

advertisement for the virtues of mountain biking. 

After making sure we are actually welcome, we 

shuffle through to a back room out of sight, where 

newspaper has been put down on chairs for us. Two 

plates of chips and a round of full fat Coke turns 

up and is seen off in short order. Warm and full of 

potato-based lethargy, it’s time for the final grunt 

over the ridge and back to Scugdale. 

I’ve been on rides where, with nothing to eat, a 

long way to go, and the bonk setting in, conversation 

has inevitably turned to food. Inner culinary desires 

for weird gastronomic combinations manifest 

themselves and obsession takes hold. Today the 

conversation has turned to designing the ultimate 

wet-weather riding gear — baffled shorts, to prevent 

spray getting to your upper legs, sail cloth 

“Finally it’s dry and

the race is on!”

Surveying North

Yorkshire’s answer to

the Amazon rainforest
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Up hill and down dale, twisting

through the heather and

bashing through the bracken,

dropper posts make riding in

the North York Moors a quicker,

more pleasurable experience.

According to Roc

the Reverb is the

best-selling droppe

seatpost of all time,

and is responsible fo

introducing many ri

the joys of tweaking

height on the fly.

The latest iteratio

the Reverb may look

familiar, but interna

it’s been re-enginee

allowing for more

travel options, great

reliability and impro

performance. In add

to this, RockShox ha

created a completel

remote lever, the Re

1x remote. Designed

to have a similar fee

to SRAM’s shifters, t

mote improves

mics and makes

g your saddle in

of the moment

sy and assured.

n a RockShox

and 1x remote

u’ll need to find

SRAM waterbottle

ashed along the

oordinates will be

d on mbr.co.uk on

ay July 1 at 10am.

tions on how to

he prize are in the

Happy hunting! 

bum sections to keep your chamois dry, a neoprene

drysuit-style jacket that zips onto the shorts. As we

spin along the road towards the green lane that will

hoist us up the hill, we’re giddy with the thought of

not being soaked to the skin — being dry is the new 

being fed.

RIVER RIDE
Looking back into Scugdale from Barker’s Ridge,

not much has changed since we set off this morning.

The same cloud is stuck in the trees, it’s no brighter

or darker, and it’s certainly not drier. From up here

though, it looks fantastic, but maybe that’s because

the end is in sight, along with the promise of a cup

of tea, scone and dry clothes. Either way, the descent

back down to Scugdale Hall, with its hidden ruts,

loose rock and puddles of questionable depth, is a

fast and fun way to make our way off the moors.

We finish the ride by riding in the river in the

middle of town to clean off what mud has managed

to cling resolutely to our bikes. We get some

disapproving looks from passers by, but by this

point we’re too wet and tired to care. What’s more

worrying is the vague whiff of effluent coming from

somewhere, so we pray dysentery doesn’t strike on

the drive home.

While there might have been a hint of ‘Here’s what

you could have won’ on this ride, I don’t think any of

us came away as losers. Sure, we didn’t get the dusty

trails, blue skies and sun tans that Rob’s photos

promised, but we did get a big ride in a beautiful part

of the country, a story to tell, and some innovative

ideas for a new range of waterproof clothing. While I

can’t vouch that the clothes would be any good, I can

guarantee if you follow Rob’s route you’ll have a great 

day on the bike.

Pretty green: a

mottled palette of

idyllic Englishness 
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Italy and France rub shoulders along the Roya valley, a narrow 
canyon slicing through the imposing Alpes Maritimes. With a 

labyrinth of trails formed over centuries of fi ghting and farming, 
a border crossing by bike is a journey back in time 

Words: Danny Milner  Photos: Sven Martin
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ABOVE: Overlooking the fortified 

town of Saorge, this descent is 

typical of the Alpes Maritimes. 

Think ancient paved roads where 

the cobbled surface has ruptured 

and buckled and nature has 

reclaimed the margins to funnel 

you along a broken terrace of 

limestone teeth. Think 180° 

hairpins that are so acute that  

they force you onto the nose 

and can only be negotiated by 

swinging the back wheel through 

the air. Think seared rotors and 

iron forearms. 

RIGHT: Across the border in Molini 

di Triora the trails are just as old, 

but over the last two decades 

they have been adopted by local 

mountain bikers. These two-wheel 

foster parents have nurtured the 

old shepherds’ paths and hunters’ 

trails, sweeping them of debris 

every year, repairing wear and 

tear and embellishing them with 

features such as this little fly-off.   
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TOP: Perfect medieval 

stone bridges are 

scattered throughout 

the Vallée Argentina. 

Some of them, like this 

one, are broad enough 

and close enough to the 

riverbed not to quicken 

the pulse too much. 

Others, however, are 

best ridden by focusing 

on the opposite bank 

and not lingering to  

play Poohsticks. 

ABOVE: Just out of 

sight, leaning over the 

edge of the rampart, a 

baying crowd heckles 

those brave enough to 

step up to the plate on 

this intimidating chute. 

LEFT: Sospel may be a 

town of less than 4,000 

inhabitants, but wander 

down a narrow alleyway 

across the road from 

the river Bevera and 

the oppressive walls 

recede and you emerge 

into a cobbled square 

dominated by the 

Renaissance façade  

of the town’s 17th 

century cathedral. 

LEFT BOTTOM: Even 

with the border still 

a few miles away, the 

Italian influence means 

you’re never far from a 

good coffee. 
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TOP & RIGHT: So densely vegetated

are the mountains around here

that it is rare you are treated to a

window out on to the Roya valley.

And when they do open up, there

tends to be an awkward double

switchback precariously perched

on a steep slope to draw your

attention away from the view.

ABOVE: Hidden unexpectedly

on the terraced lower slopes

of the Colla Bassa descent,

accessible only by singletrack, is

a ramshackle cafe run by three

hippies. In this bizarre setting

we feasted on homemade grape

juice, herbal tea and delicious

homemade tart. It was places

such as this that raised the trip

from merely three days of brilliant

trails, to an unforgettable journey

through a landscape rich in culture

and history. And let’s just say we

went home a little heavier than  

we arrived. 

LEFT: Triora’s maze of narrow alleyways converge on

a compact square hemmed in by shadowy archways

and sinister spires. A mosaic circle in the centre of

the square marks the spot where many local women

accused of witchcraft were burned alive in a barbaric

example of medieval scapegoating following the

failure of the area’s wheat crop. As a rather surreal

punctuation point to our trip, illuminated by the

flames of a 30ft burning effigy and watched over by a 

white witch, we walked through hot coals.

To experience the amazing trails and

spell-binding communities of the Roya valley

for yourself, fly to Nice and get in touch with

Ash at Trans-Provence.com and Adrian at  

riviera-bike.com. 
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Theresa May, you’ve got to dial your posture

Words: Andy Barlow  Photos: Andy McCandlish

P OS I T I ON 
OF  P O W E R

R A I S E  Y O U R  G A M E



Y O U R  C O A C H
A N D Y  B A R L O W
Before joining Dirt School Andy 

liked to win things — races like 

the Scottish XC Champs and the 

Scottish Downhill Championships.

Since 2009, though, he’s coached

some of the world’s best riders

with Dirt School and helped

bring on the BASE MTB

course at Borders

College in the

Tweed Valley. But

what Andy really likes

to do is communicate

those same pro

techniques to

everyday riders.
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T H E R E ’ S  A N 
A P P  F O R  T H A T !
Dirt School’s coaching 

app lets you see 

the right and wrong 

techniques in slo-mo. 

 I
t’s easy to ride fast and feel confi dent when the trail in 

front of you is smooth and devoid of obstacles, but how 

do you maintain that pace and stay in control when it is 

rugged, steep and grip is limited? The key is to get your 

body position dialled and your timing right so you’re 

loading and unloading the bike in all the right places. 

P O T E N T I A L  E N E R G Y
To be able to remain stable on the bike, absorb impacts 

effectively, and generate pressure on the trail for 

traction, you’re going to have to think about two things: 

fi rst, you have to get your body weight low and centred 

on the bike; second, you have to use that low position 

to push against the trail and dig the tyres into the dirt. 

Creating more room to move around on your bike will 

mean that you can reap the rewards of greater control, 

and be able to handle bigger obstacles and features. If 

your range of motion is tight and restricted on the bike 

you will have limited control. Remember, control comes 

from driving those tyres into the trail where there is 

good grip, NOT by pulling the bars and lifting the bike 

over the rough or slippery bits.

A R M S  R A C E
Bend your elbows. Now bend them some more. We 

coach hundreds of sessions a year and this is by far 

the most common advice that we give to people. 

As soon as the trail demands more of you and your 

bike, turning steep and rough, instinctively you’ll 

probably lean back and get your weight over the 

rear wheel. However, this actually reduces your 

control, because there’s nowhere to go from this 

position. Instead, if you keep your arms bent at the 

elbows and your head close to the bars you’ll be 

able to let the bike move around underneath you 

and enjoy far more control as a result.

N E U T R A L  R I D I N G 
P O S I T I O N
Try to keep your head in the middle of the bars 

and bend your elbows to absorb impacts. A 

centred, stable body position comes from your 

head and torso remaining still even when your 

bike is sliding about beneath you. As soon as you 

allow your elbows to straighten and your weight to 

start creeping back, your control will become very 

limited indeed. Stay strong and neutral through 

your elbows, shoulders and torso, and you’ll be 

able to enjoy a much more stable ride.

Here Andy gets ready to 

push against the dirt to get 

control. He’s already aiming 

for the smoother trail around 

the outside of the roots, 

but will be able to generate 

a change of direction by 

loading the bike because 

of the range of motion he’s 

established on the entry.
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D I S C O N N E C T E D
Have a look at some old YouTube riding videos from the 1990s,

when the best advice for descending was to get your weight

back, and you’ll notice that riders tended to fix their hips

above their saddles and use their upper bodies to balance by

moving their heads and shoulders side to side across their

handlebars. Contrast that with any competent, modern rider

and you’ll notice that the upper body is now very still and a 

lot more stable.

The movement

to allow for

balance and grip

now happens

at the hips and

knees. This allows

modern riders to

be able to take

advantage of

better geometry,

more effective

suspension and

additional grip,

without feeling

like they’re ever

off balance. 

✗

✓

L I N K E D T U R N S
Linking difficult, steep turns together is something that

expert riders make look easy. Break it down, however,

and there’s not really a lot to it. Give yourself room to

move by keeping your body position low. Don’t lean

back as it will limit how far you can move; instead try

and keep your shoulders in line with your bars and your 

hips in line with wherever you’re going next. 

On the way in, Andy already has his

elbows and knees bent so that he has

plenty of room to move. Notice how

he’s not turning the bars and leaning

away from where he wants to go, but

instead lining his body up with a part

of the trail that is still in front of him. 

In the middle here you

can see that the bike

has started to lose grip

on the softer ground. 

Staying on target and letting

the bike do its thing is key here.

Balance with your hips and knees,

instead of stiffening up your arms 

and pulling the brakes.

The outside foot is down, but

crucially he still has room to move

with his legs. He’s not locked

into one position. Instead he’s

deliberately adjusting how much he

moves and pushes into the ground

so as to determine the level of grip.

Notice how the whole

body is still lined up with 

the exit of the turn.

You can see that Andy

already has his body lined

up with the direction that

the trail goes in. There isn’t

a huge amount of grip here,

so he has to compensate

by exaggerating his body

movements on entry to

allow him stability when it

starts to slide on him later.

The balance is way

off here. Limited

range of motion will

mean that Andy has

almost no control

on the direction he

goes in and will feel

all the effects of the 

soft ground.
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U N D E R P R E S S U R E
As long as you keep your body low, you should be able to load the bike into

the trail, where you want to create grip, by straightening your legs and pushing

against the ground. If it’s hardpack, you may even hear the noise of the tyres

increase as they load up when you change direction. Start looking for places on

the trail where there’s plenty of control. Then make sure that you are pushing

into the ground as you ride over them by loading the bike with your feet, and

you’ll be able to gain grip and control in those places to make directional

changes instead of sliding around and trying to get your balance back. 

G R I P P Y
The secret to riding challenging trails is to allow for movement of the bike. You can generate grip

by loading the bike in certain places and going light in others, but you can only do this if you have

the room to move around on your bike. Maintaining a stable body position and turning with your

hips will take a lot of practice, but it will allow you to enjoy a level of control that will make you think

you’re going more slowly, when actually you’re just being smooth and less on the edge. Take the time

to practise this neutral body position, and balancing with your hips and knees, and you’ll find that

intimidating trails will actually provide you with more control than you previously thought possible. 

F A N C Y F O O T W O R KA N G U L AT I O N
This is the calm, controlled and

stable way to change direction

nowadays. Essentially it involves

aligning your hips with your

desired direction of travel before

you actually change direction.

Some riders do this in a subtle

way, some are a little more

exaggerated, but there’s always a

consistency there in the technique

of any good rider. Once you start

adopting this technique, you’ll

likely find that your knees, or

knee pads, start hitting the top

tube more frequently, and that

your saddle starts digging you

in the thigh. This means that

you’re correcting your balance by

moving your knees and hips, and

not your shoulders and head as

both of these should still remain

calm and centred. Remember to

line your hips up with the new

direction you want to go, before 

you’ve actually got there.

Keeping your feet level with whatever ground

you’re on is a good rule of thumb. If your bike is

leaned over on a flat corner, then your outside foot

will be lower than your inside foot, but make sure

you still have room to move your knee in. If your

outside leg is completely straight, then you have

no flex in there to adapt your grip. As long as your

legs can bend, you can create pressure by pushing

down into the ground, or you can back off if you 

start to slide. Remember to keep your heels down

and your knees tipping in and pointing in whatever

direction that you want to go. Dropping your

outside foot isn’t entirely wrong, but there’s more

to it than just straightening your outside leg and

steering with your arms. Stay dynamic by keeping

low, and push back against the ground depending

on how much traction is available; that way you’ll

generate control and momentum out of turns.

Hopping over bigger roots may

look fancy, but there’s so much

grip either side that, to the rider

in question, they will always feel

that they have solid, reliable and

predictable grip when their wheels 

are on the ground.

When you see riders coming out of

turns with their front wheels off the

ground, they’re not lifting the bars,

they’re pushing so powerfully with

their legs to create grip that they’re 

generating a manual.

Here Andy is lining

his body and

hips up with the

direction that he

wants to turn.
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Fit a Race
Face Cinch 
chainset

P R O T O O L

Race Face BB
installation tool £24.95
The 30mm spindle used by the Cinch

chainset means the BB’s external

cups also have an oversized diameter,

so you’ll need Race Face’s specific

installation tool

silv
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Faff-free guidance on installing the 
most versatile of mtb chainsets

I
n the confusing minefield of bottom bracket (BB) standards,

axle spacings and drivetrain options, the Race Face Cinch

system aims to offer a safe path, with solutions to suit any

combination of frame and parts. Using modular components

enables it to be easily adapted to new chainring designs or 

NEED TO
KNOW
Q TIME TAKEN

30-45 minutes

Q DIFFICULTY

Medium

Q TOOLS REQUIRED

Allen keys, grease,

tape measure, soft

rubber mallet, Race 

Face BB tool

WATCH THE 
VIDEO
Watchavideo

tutorial by visiting 

po.st/BBfit

YOUR
EXPERT
CHARLIE COLLINS

Charlie has been

fixing bikes since

2005 — for the last

couple of seasons,

he has been working

as a World Cup DH

mechanic for the

Pivot and Kona teams

CHARLIE
SAYS...

If the threads are

contaminated use a BB

tapping tool to clean them

out, although you may

want to get a bike shop to 

do this as it’s an

expensive tool

H O W  T O

01
Measure BB width to check whether it is 68mm or 73mm wide. 73mm

requires one spacer ring on the driveside, and 68mm must have a further 

two spacers, one extra on each side.

02
Ensure BB threads

are fully cleaned,

and then apply grease.

03
Insert internal sleeve into one of the BB cups. Hand-thread both cups into

place, ensuring the correct cup goes into the relevant side of the frame 

(stated on the cups themselves).

04
Using the specific Race Face

BB installation tool, tighten 

the cups to 35-41Nm.

BB dimensions — in as much as it’s

possible to future-proof a bicycle

component, Race Face comes closest.

The Cinch system uses an axle with

tapered splines at both ends. To these are

bolted the crank arms. It’s a reliable method

and very simple to install and remove. At

30mm, the diameter of the alloy spindle

is bigger than average, providing the

same strength and stiffness of steel, while

keeping weight to a minimum.

Like most cranks, there are several

different BB options to go for when

running the Cinch chainset. The one

you need is specified by your frame,

so be sure to choose the correct type.

In this example, we have fitted a threaded

BSA (English thread) 68/73mm BB to a

Nukeproof Mega. If you are installing a

press-fit BB then you will require a

specific tool for steps 3-4.

Our guide assumes there is no chainset

on the bike, so remove your old one if

you need to. Finally, the BB threads can

be delicate, so ensure they are cleaned

thoroughly to prevent any damage. CHARLIE
SAYS...

41Nm is a lot, so you

can forego the torque

wrench this time and

just do it tight!
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05
Using the

cartridge BB

tool, check

the chainring/spider

is tightened to

40Nm on driveside 

crank arm.

06
Slide one dust cap ring onto axle,

with writing facing outwards,

and check the preload ring is

fully unwound by turning clockwise.

07
Apply grease to the

spindle and inner

bearing surfaces.

08
Insert

spindle/

non-driveside

crank arm into BB.

09
Fit driveside

dust cap

ring, and

grease the spindle’s 

tapered end.

10
Introduce driveside crank arm to the splined taper of the spindle. Ensure

cranks are aligned, then tighten inner 8mm hex to 50Nm. Check the 

non-driveside 8mm hex is also tight to 50Nm.

11
Using your hand or soft rubber mallet, 

gently tap chainset on driveside 

towards non-drive side.

12
Turn preload adjuster on

non-driveside crank

anti-clockwise by hand until it 

contacts the BB.

13
Tighten preload adjuster bolt

just enough to close the gap on 

the preload ring.

14
Check cranks

turn freely and

there is no

side-to-side play.
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LONG 
TERMERS

BENJI’S RAGLEY 
MMMBOP
£ 1 , 3 4 9. 9 9  /  2 7. 5 i n  /  r a g l e y b i k e s . c o m

THE RIDER
BENJI HAWORTH

Position Deputy 
digital editor

Mostly rides 
The North

Height 6ft 1in

Weight 73kg

THE BIKE
■ Sports arguably
the most progressive 
geometry you’ll fi nd 
outside of a full-sus 
enduro bike

■ Finishing kit is 
11-speed Shimano 
SLX paired with a 
32t FSA chainset 
and Deore M506 
disc brakes

■ A 150mm Manitou
Mattoc Comp fork 
performs sterling 
work up front 

MONTH 4 XC sojourns aren’t the 

Mmmbop’s bag, and Benji’s not 

going to convince it otherwise  

 A
nother month of Mmmbopping and the sheen is 

beginning to dull. Or rather, the novelty of the 

progressive geometry is now being taken for granted 

and my attention inevitably is drifting towards the 

niggles. It's part and parcel of reviewing bikes, so 

negativity always comes into play at some point, but I’ll try 

and keep things in proportion and relevant.

The main issue I’ve had of late is that I've been taking the 

Ragley Mmmbop on some longer rides. And these longer rides 

have been on fi rmer trails. Basically the normal hardtailness 

of the Mmmbop starts taking its toll by about the third and 

fourth hour. Not even 2.5in tyres mask the stiffness.

In one regard, this sort of complaint is a bit irrelevant. The 

Ragley is meant to be a pointy, aggro bike for blasting techy 

singletrack up to a couple of hours at a time. It’s not a trail bike 

in the traditional sense, is it?

Having said that, a lot of you eyeing up the Mmmbop 

probably won't want to be limited to a couple of hours at a 

time, so its behaviour on longer, pedally sojourns is relevant. 

The short chainstays and punchy feel — that provoke joyful 

play for the fi rst couple of hours — end up being the bike’s 

Achilles heel on longer rides. It’s no doubt partly due to me 

thinking “I’d like to be on a full-suspension 29er round

about now, thanks”. So, if you’re not used to the 

comfort and rolling momentum of a big wheeler, 

your ignorance will be bliss. You’ll just get on 

with riding.

Usain Bolt doesn’t run marathons. 

The Ragley Mmmbop doesn’t do XC slogs. 

Like, duh…. I’m going back to playing in the 

woods again. 

In, out, shake it all about: the

Mmmbop’s stiffness is built

for abridged trail action

WHY IT ’S HERE
We gave the Blue 

Pig a 10, will the 

cheaper Mmmbop 

turn it up 

to 11?
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IN THE 
SHED

Ragley Mmmbop £1,349.99

27.5in

Specialized Enduro Comp 650B £2,600

27.5in

Mojo/Nicolai G13 £3,550 frame kit

29in

Nukeproof Mega 290 Pro £3,399

29in

Commençal Meta TR V4.2 Origin ¤2,099

Trek Fuel EX 8 Plus £2,600

27.5+

27.5in

W
hen I think back to my first mtb, also a

Specialized, the differences between then

and now are startling. Back in 1994 I picked

up an M2 aluminium-framed hardtail with

Deore groupset for £800. It wasn’t just a

hardtail either, it had a rigid fork! With cantilever brakes,

triple chainset, and a ride that would rattle your fillings

on any descent, it was a tricky bike to keep on track, let

alone ride fast.

Even with all of its dynamic shortfalls, I loved that

old hardtail and I often think about it when riding the

Enduro. Why is it at the forefront of my mind after all

these years? Simply because I’m not really bonding with

the Enduro in the same way, and I can’t for the life of me

figure out why.

With 170mm of progressive travel on offer, great

pedalling dynamics and stacks of grip thanks to the 2.6in

tyres that I fitted, it’s difficult to find genuine fault with

the Enduro. And yet... It hasn't managed to get under my

skin in the same way as previous longtermers, like the

Stumpy Evo 29 and the Kona Process

134. It’s done everything I’ve asked

of it (and more), but I’m still not

fully in tune with it. Maybe a

spell on the shrink’s couch will

reveal I’m just in deep denial

about the size XL being too 

small for my 6ft 2in frame. 

SPECIFICATION
Frame Custom 
butted 6061-T6 
aluminium

Fork Manitou Mattoc 
Comp, 150mm travel

Wheels Novatec 
hubs, WTB STP 
i23 rims, WTB 
Vigilante/Trail Boss 
27.5x2.3/2.25in tyres

Drivetrain FSA 
Comet 32t chainset, 
Shimano SLX M7000 
r-mech and shifter 

Brakes 
Shimano Deore 
M506, 180/160mm

Components 
Ragley Wiser Riser 
760mm bar, Stubbing 
50mm stem, Brand-X 
Ascend 120mm 
dropper post, 
Ragley saddle

Weight 12.7kg (28lb)

Sizes 15, 17, 19, 21in

Contact 
ragleybikes.com

GEOMETRY
Size tested L

Head angle 64°

Seat angle 73°

BB height 310mm

Chainstay 425mm

Front centre 774mm

Wheelbase 1,199mm

Down tube 730mm

Top tube 641mm

Reach 450mm

JASON’S SPECIALIZED 
ENDURO COMP 650B

£ 2 , 6 0 0  /  2 7. 5 i n  /  s p e c i a l i z e d . c o m

THE RIDER
JASON HARDY

Position Dog walker 
and bike tester

Mostly rides 
Surrey Hills

Height 6ft 2in

Weight 101kg

THE BIKE
■ Ground up 
redesign with revised 
geometry for 2017

■ 170mm-travel
with Yari fork and 
RockShox Monarch 
Plus shock

■ ‘Base’ model in
the range with 
alloy frame

■ Slacker front end, 
longer top tube, 
shorter chainstays, 
lower BB

MONTH 9: The Spesh still isn’t 

quite pressing Jason’s buttons

WHY IT ’S HERE
Does the new 

Enduro go 

far enough?

Despite the chunky rubber,

Jason is yet to fully get to

grips with the Enduro Comp



THE RIDER
ROO FOWLER

Position Freelance
photographer

Mostly rides
Surrey Hills

Height 6ft 4in

Weight 86kg

THE BIKE
■ One of the largest
29er trail bikes on
the market

■ Custom set-up by
Mojo for each rider

■ Handmade in
Germany from
aluminium

■ Progressive
geometry with a
super-slack head
and steep seat angle

L O N G T E R M E R S
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MONTH 8: Is the

G13 the ultimate

jack of all trades?

F
ollowing on from last month’s

update, where I played

around with the geometry

adjust chip on the G13 frame,

I thought it would be worth

expanding on why I feel like this bike

is so adaptable.

It’s fair to say that you can make

a huge difference to the way any

bike rides by simple playing with the

set-up, or swapping components, but

I do wonder if any other frame can

take those changes and amplify them

as much as the Geometron.

Being a 130mm travel 29er, you

could opt for a Fox 34 fork at 140mm 

travel, choose some light rims

with fast rolling tyres and, 

in the high setting, it

would be a relatively

light and extremely

capable all-day trail

bike. The open cockpit

feels like a comfortable

place to be for extended 

rides, and with only 130mm of

rear travel, long chainstays and a

steep seat tube angle, climbing

performance is unrivalled.

At the other end of the

spectrum, with a 150mm

travel Fox 36, or similar,

wider rims, higher volume

tyres and the flip chip in

the long/low setting, the

G13 feels like a bike that

could embarrass a full-on

downhill rig.

The point I’m trying to make is

that the G13 has such a broad range

of applications. Better still, you can

get it built up to suit your particular

choice of trails and style of riding —

something that's just not an option

when you buy an off-the-shelf model

that’s been built to hit a specific price

point. Sure the G13 is never going to

compete with the direct-sales brands

on price, but if you want a bike that’s

tailored specifically to your needs, 

the G13 is hard to beat. 

ROO’S MOJO/NICOLAI G13
£ 3, 5 5 0  ( f r a m e,  f o rk,  sh o ck  &  s e atp o st)  /  2 9 i n  /  ge o m e t r o n . m o j o.c o.u k

WHY IT ’S HERE
Can a bike ever

be too long, low

and slack?

The Mojo has a

wide-ranging

woodland remit



DANNY’S 
NUKEPROOF 
MEGA 290 PRO

£ 3 , 3 9 9 / 2 9 i n / n u k e p r o o f . c o m

THE RIDER
DANNY MILNER

Position Editor

Mostly rides
Surrey Hills

Height 5ft 10in

Weight 72kg

THE BIKE
■ Aggressive,
150mm-travel 29er

■ Top model in a
three-bike range
that starts at £2,299

■ Also available with
27.5in wheels and
170/160mm travel

D
id I spend the last four weeks 

in the workshop sorting out 

the various problems with my 

Mega 29? Did I heck. Mostly 

because the front wheel 

bearings still just about spin and I’ve 

begun to think that a soggy Reverb is 

not actually the worst thing in the world. 

Honestly, hear me out… Now it’s turned 

into a hybrid between a dropper and 

a suspension seatpost, I can sit down 

and pedal while the post irons out those 

little bumps that the suspension ignores. 

It’s definitely a smoother ride when 

seated, and it doesn’t bounce around 

uncontrollably, either. The key is keeping 

the shaft and the dust seal slick with 

silicone lube — the same stuff you’d use 

on your fork legs. Without it the post 

is sticky and moves with a stutter, but 

with a coating of lube it’s supple and 

smooth. Perhaps dropper post brands 

should look into adding an inch or so of 

movement to their offerings. It would 

be a great feature on a hardtail, and 

even on my long-travel suspension 

bike, seated climbs are far more 

comfortable than they were. Then 

again, perhaps it’s just because 

the Nukeproof Vector saddle is 

so damn uncompromising that 

I’m clutching at any kind of relief 

I can get. 

MONTH 7: Danny’s 

faulty Reverb has 

a surprise benefi t
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WHY IT ’S HERE
Is a 150mm-travel 

29er too much 

bike for trail 

riding?

A
fter one flat tyre too many,

I’ve finally ditched

both inner tubes and

switched to a tubeless

set-up. It was a simple

affair. I wrapped the rims in

one layer of Gorilla tape, added

tubeless valves and squirted in

some sealant. Job done. Or

so I thought.

Unfortunately, after only five months of

punishment, the paper-thin sidewalls of the Maxxis Ardent

rear tyre was already threadbare and oozing sealant. With one 

or two tears in the carcass for good measure, I replaced it with 

a Maxxis Minion DHF, going for the Double Down casing for

some extra protection and durability.

I only poured a small amount of sealant into each of the

tyres, about 50ml in fact. Both sealed quickly and the switch

saved 100 grams in rotational weight up front. The rear’s

actually gone up 100 grams, thanks to the thicker casing, but

I’m happy to suck that up if it means no more punctures.

I haven’t noticed any improvement in acceleration or

climbing ability, which is often expected when converting

to tubeless, but true gains have been made in traction.

Previously, I’d run about 34psi in the rear tyre to overcome

the flexible sidewalls and reduce the risk of pinch flats, but

now, I can drop it down to a grippier 28psi, and around 25psi 

up front, blissfully improving the Meta’s levels of grip, and 

bringing the confi dence needed to charge even harder.

CHARLIE’S COMMENCAL 
META TR V4.2 ORIGIN 

€ 2 , 0 9 9  /  2 7. 5 i n  /  c o m m e n c a l - s t o r e . c o m

THE RIDER
CHARLIE COLLINS

Position Writer/tester

Mostly rides 
South Wales

Height 5ft 10in

Weight 75kg

THE BIKE
■ Commençal’s
classic trail bike 
gets updated frame 
geometry with more 
suspension muscle

■ The entry-level
model features 
SRAM components, 
including the 
excellent NX 1x11 
drivetrain and lesser-
known Level brakes

■ A 140mm 
RockShox Yari RC 
complements the 
130mm-travel rear 

MONTH 5: Charlie gets to grips 

with his new tubeless set-up

WHY IT ’S HERE
It could be the 

best sub-£2k trail 

bike currently on 

the market

The Maxxis make 

mincemeat of

trail detritus 
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THE RIDER
DAVE ARTHUR

Position
Writer/tester

Mostly rides
FoD/Wales

Height 5ft 11in

Weight 66kg

THE BIKE
■ Trek’s Fuel EX
goes up in travel
and tyre size

■ A 140mm Fox
34 Rhythm fork is
married to the Fox
Float RE:aktiv 130mm
rear suspension

■ Boost dropouts
front and
rear increase
wheel strength

■ 2.8in Bontrager
27.5 Plus tyres on
40mm wide
tubeless-ready rims

■ Knock Block
down-tube saver

£ 2 , 6 0 0 / 2 7. 5 P l u s / t r e k b i k e s . c o m

What attracted you to the Trek Fuel 

EX 8 Plus?

I was keen to see how the completely 

redesigned Trek Fuel — a bike I’ve 

enjoyed riding in the past — would 

perform over its predecessor, and 

also how the Trek's 2.8in tyres would 

fare against my previous experience 

with 3.0in rubber on my my last 

longtermer: the Specialized 6Fattie 

Plus bike. On paper, the Trek looked 

to address some of my issues with 

the 6Fattie, specifi cally in the 

geometry department.

Did you change anything straightaway?

I always try and keep my longtermers 

as close to stock as possible, but after 

a few rides I chucked a volume spacer 

in the Fox fork for more support 

up front. I also spent some time 

experimenting with the Mino Link — a 

small chip in the rocker linkage that 

gives two geometry settings — before 

settling on the lower/slacker mode. 

The biggest change though, was the 

addition of a shorter stem (40mm) and 

wider handlebar (780mm).

Was the bike easy to set up?

Trek supplies suggested suspension 

settings, and they get you reasonably 

close to the ideal set-up. I ended up 

going a little fi rmer front and rear and, 

as I mentioned before, adding a volume 

spacer to the fork.

How did it ride?

Really well. I was consistently 

impressed with its performance

and it’s a seriously fun bike 

to ride. So much so, that I 

looked forward to every 

ride on the Trek with 

genuine excitement. The 

more progressive geometry 

rewards on on fast, steep and

technically demanding trails 

where it’s really stable but the 

bike is still easy to chuck from 

corner to corner. 

Bontrager’s 2.8in tyres deliver good 

traction, but they do have a narrow 

window of perfect operating conditions. 

Let’s just say they’re not much cop in 

the mud. Being able to slot in a pair of 

29er wheels and decent tyres helped in 

the slippery winter conditions, 

and injected even more pace 

into an already rapid ride. 

Did anything break or wear out?

The Trek was a lot more reliable than my 

old Specialized, which required regular 

maintenance. The SRAM GX groupset 

proved to be solidly built and it just got 

on with the job without any fuss. The KS 

eThirty Integra dropper post provided 

MONTH 8: Thanks to its improved geometry, 

Trek’s new Fuel’s got Dave fi red up on the trails

L O N G T E R M E R S

WHY IT ’S HERE
Because 27.5 

Plus is here 

to stay

THE 
FINAL 

VERDICT

DAVE’S TREK FUEL EX 8 PLUS 

Chupacabra tyres lose grip

in muddy conditions



HIGHS
■ Updated geometry and

the extra travel increase the speed

and thrill factor of the Fuel EX.

■ Great suspension and easy to

fettle to perfection.

■ SRAM GX once again puts in a

splendid performance, so why

pay more?

LOWS
■ 2.8in Chupacabra tyres

only really work in dry conditions.

■ Shorter stem and wider bar

would be a nice addition.

■ It’s a little on the heavy side,

not that you can tell from the

ride quality.
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SPECIFICATION
Frame Alpha 
Platinum aluminium, 
130mm travel 

Shock 
Fox Performance 
Float EVOL RE:aktiv

Fork Fox Rhythm 34 
Float, 140mm travel 

Wheels Bontrager 
Boost hubs, 
SunRingle Duroc 
40 rims, Bontrager 
Chupacabra 2.8in 
tyres

Drivetrain SRAM GX 
1000 33t chainset, 
r-mech and shifter 

Brakes Shimano 
Deore, 180mm

Components 
Bontrager Line 
750mm bar, 60mm 
stem, KS eThirty 
Integra post, 
Bontrager Evoke 
2 saddle 

Weight 14.5kg (32lb)

Sizes 15, 17.5, 18.5, 
19.5, 21.5in 

GEOMETRY
(HIGH SETTING)

Size tested 19.5in

Head angle 67.2°

Seat angle 65.7° 

BB height 339mm

Chainstay 433mm 

Front centre 755mm

Wheelbase 1,188mm 

Down tube 725mm

Top tube 632mm 

Reach 465mm

good service, but I wish I had ponied up 

for the more ergonomic Southpaw lever 

that the company offers as an upgrade. 

If you could change one thing about 

your longtermer what would it be?

The Bontrager Chupacabra 2.8in tyres. 

Get them outside of their preferred 

operating window and the Trek can 

end up slithering uncontrollably down 

the trail. Decent Plus tyres are slowly 

coming to the market, but high prices 

are an issue, so it would be great to see 

Trek spec a more versatile tyre, suitable 

for mixed conditions. 

Would you buy this bike?

It’ll be a shame to see the Trek go back, 

so yes I’d defi nitely buy it. I am sold on 

Plus tyres but choice is still a limiting 

factor, and having ridden the Fuel with 

29er wheels, I think I’d probably buy the 

big-wheel version — such as the EX 7 

29 that won last month’s bike test. Still, 

that’s not something I was expecting 

when the bike fi rst 

arrived, and it’s great 

to be able to choose 

between wheel/tyre 

sizes depending on 

your frame of mind, 

or trail conditions.

Trek Fuel EX 8 Plus:

fast, chuckable and fun

SRAM GX: great

value groupset 

Mino Link offers two 

suspension settings



Tested

YOUR 
TESTERS

PAUL BURWELL
Testing kneepads this month so 

forced to lay down his life yet 

again for the cause

JAMIE DARLOW
Ticked off monster step down 

on the trails the other day, stoke 

lasted a whole week

BEN SMITH
New Orange Stage 5 longtermer 

still in bits, like the man himself 

on press week

JAMES BRACEY
Embracing naturalism: bunny 

hopped a snake and scared a 

bear. Next month, naturism

N E W  P R O D U C T S
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mbr 
ratings 
explained
The scores 
on the doors
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1-4 5-6Something’s wrong. It’s rare, but sometimes 

a product will have a design fl aw or some 

other weakness that means we can’t 

recommend it. Steer clear. 

OK — one or two 

faults but it has 

potential.

7 

Good — 

worth 

considering.

8 

Very 

good 

— for the 

money, 

we’d buy it.

10 

Simply 

the best 

— we couldn’t 

fault it.

9 

Excellent 

— a slight 

mod or two 

and it might 

be perfect.

SHIMANO SLX DRIVETRAIN
 £ 3 5 1 . 9 4

SPECIFICATION Weight: 1,637g (w/o chain) • Set-up: 1x11, 2x11, 3x11 • Chainrings: 30t, 32t, 34t • Cassette: 11-40t, 11-42t • Contact: madison.co.uk

 S
himano SLX has always been an 

everyman groupset, providing most 

of the advanced technology found on 

the fl agship XTR and XT groups, but 

with a much lower price tag. With SLX 

fi nally getting 1x11 shifting, does it still represent 

a shrewd choice, or is it outclassed by XT or 

even SRAM’s latest GX Eagle drivetrain? Time 

to fi nd out.

CRANKS AND CASSETTE
I opted for the single ring set-up, because the 

new, wider range, 11-42t cassette should give 

suffi cient spread of gears when paired with the 

choice of 30, 32 or 34t chainrings. This cassette 

was introduced to the XT line just two years 

ago, and we welcome the fact that it has now 

trickled down to the lower order SLX. XT does 

now boast a cassette with an 11-46t range, so 

the hierarchy is maintained, however. 

Similar to SRAM’s new GX Eagle cassette, 

the SLX cluster is comprised of 10 (in this 

case) individual steel sprockets and one alloy 

sprocket (42t) mounted to a new lightweight 

aluminium spider. 

Also trickling down from XT and XTR is the 

crank, which is hollow-forged for stiffness and 

low weight. SLX also gets the Shimano Dynamic 

Chain Engagement chainring, basically a new 

alternating, hooked, narrow-wide design, to 

help chain retention.

DERAILLEUR AND SHIFTER
Shimano still believes in the front mech, so 

you can get the SLX group in 1x11, 2x11 (or 

even 3x11). If you want to run a triple, you’ll 

need the SGS rear derailleur, with its slightly 

longer cage, but for 1x and 2x you run the 

shorter GS. Both feature the Shadow RD+ 

design, which indicates a slimmer profi le for 

greater clearance, along with double-sealed 

jockey wheels, but only the GS has adjustable 

clutch tension.

The SLX shifter is lower profi le too, so it hugs 

the bar more closely, and the levers are longer 

and more ergonomic to make shifting easier. 

It’s possible to downshift three gears in one 

stroke, and there’s still the two-way release 

system. To save space, and 15g in weight, you 

can mount it to Shimano brake levers using 

the I-Spec system.

PERFORMANCE
SLX looks like a high-end groupset, and 

to a certain extent that’s backed up by its 

performance. The crank is noticeably stiffer 

than NX, something that’s obvious after just 

a few turns of the pedals. Shifting is also far 

lighter and we prefer the feel at the lever, 

although I should point out that a straight 

comparison between SRAM and Shimano is 

tricky. That’s because SLX fi ts bang in the 

middle between SRAM NX and GX, price-wise. 

Putting that aside for a minute then, the gear 

engagement of SLX is good, with that unique 

Shimano metallic ‘ting’ as you shift into a 

higher gear. Going up the cassette is also crisp 

and precise. 

Aside from a bit of crank rub, SLX has 

lasted extremely well, with the steel sprockets 

showing almost no signs of wear, although 

the big alloy cog did start to mark up after six 

months’ use. While it can be noisy in certain 

gears (higher up the cassette, when it’s muddy 

and you’re putting in plenty of effort) I didn’t 

fi nd performance suffered. But impressively, 

the big 42t gear is the quietest of the lot, 

something I really wasn’t expecting given it has 

the most extreme chain angle.

The only real weakness then is the SLX 

cassette hub — after a month of riding there 

was a squeaky binding noise emanating from 

the driver body.

Chain retention, in this instance, has proven 

fl awless, although our experience is that 

Shimano’s current chainring design doesn’t 

offer the same security as SRAM’s. The clutch 

mech is incredibly strong and does a good job 

stopping chain fl ap, but SRAM’s cage lock is 

arguably a more useful feature on the trail. 

I’m happy with the SLX’s spread of gears; 

11-42t proving just right for my riding in Surrey 

when paired with a 32t chainring. Take it 

somewhere hillier, such as South Wales, and I’d 

want a smaller chainring, such as a 30t. 

Is SLX better than NX? Yes, undoubtedly. 

Gears are more accessible, shifting is slicker 

and the cranks are stiffer. Is it better than the 

pricier SRAM 12-speed Eagle GX? It’s too early 

to call, but SLX defi nitely gives

you more options and it 

costs a lot less; signifi cantly 

the largest consumable 

component, the cassette, is 

also half the price of GX. 

Jamie Darlow

PRICE
1x crankset .... £99.99

Right shifter .. £36.99

Cassette ........ £74.99

Rear mech ..... £74.99

Chain .............. £29.99

Chainring ...... £34.99

Drivetrain .....£351.94

WEIGHT
Crankset ...718g (32t)

Shifter ................ 120g 

(with I-Spec II)

Cassette ............476g

Rear mech .........323g

Total ................ 1,637g

11-speed cassette

is steel apart from

largest alloy sprocket

30, 32 or 34t chainrings

available
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RockShox has just updated its Reverb

dropper post with a new hydraulic 1X

remote. Like most under-bar designs, the

Reverb 1X looks a lot like a front shifter and

in fact it uses the exact same lever and pivot 

location as the now defunct SRAM front 

shifter, albeit with a slight concave shape for

improved ergonomics.

The 1X remote is available aftermarket for

£90, or you can buy it pre-fitted to a post for

£375. In the upgrade kit you get a remote,

Matchmaker clamp (to bolt it directly to a

SRAM brake lever), and a discrete clamp if

you use a rival brake brand.

To make the bleed process a lot easier,

the 1X remote features SRAM’s innovative

Bleeding Edge technology. To bleed the

post you plug a special syringe fitting (one

is included with the upgrade kit) straight

into the bleed port — there’s less mess and it

speeds up the whole process.

Like the old Reverb, you can still adjust

the return speed, but this is now accessed

via a T-25 Torx screw. There are three full

turns of adjustment, and the speed changes 

from super-quick (almost Specialized

Command Post quick) to reasonably

slow. The adjuster is recessed, but some

riders will miss the opportunity to make

adjustments on the fly.

Despite SRAM launching its first 1X

drivetrain several years ago, it’s taken

RockShox quite a while to come up with a

compatible remote for the Reverb. It has

done a great job, but it’s expensive — £90

is a lot of money, even with the accessories.

Yes, it reduces clutter, keeps the remote 

away from your knees, and

I can’t fault the function,

but if the Reverb was

cable operated it

would probably be a

lot more affordable.

Paul Burwell

ROCKSHOX
REVERB 1X
REMOTE LEVER
£ 9 0

SPECIFICATION Weight: 85g • Two clamps, bleed kit, Bleeding Edge adaptor • Contact: zyrofi sher.co.uk

RACE FACE STAGE SHORT
£ 8 9. 9 5

SPECIFICATION Sizes: S-XXL • Colours: blue, brown, grey • Contact: silverfish-uk.com

Race Face’s Stage is a short for all

seasons. It’s made from a mix of

polyester, nylon and spandex, so it’s

lightweight, breathable and stretches

easily, but it’s also coated with a DWR

treatment to help repel water. It also

features a Cordura seat, which not

only limits water ingress and won’t

show the dirt, it also adds some extra

reinforcement in this high-wear area.

With a 15in inseam, the Stage is long

in the leg, so works well with kneepads,

and the extended back panel ensures

there won’t be a full moon when you’re

cranked over. There are two decent 

sized zipped hip pockets and the fly

features dual press-studs and an extra

Velcro patch for good measure.

There’s no venting on the Stage,

but the material is cool-running in

the height of summer. Those water-

resistant features mean that it’ll easily

double as an off-season short too. 

What stops it getting

a perfect score is the

price — it’s a little

expensive for a

baggy short without

a liner.

Paul Burwell
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The Rail is Giant’s top-of-the-line trail helmet, with adjustable peak, extended

head coverage and GoPro compatibility. 

The Rail MIPS employs 18 large vents across the whole of the helmet, but 

rather than bottom-wrapping the polycarbonate shell, Giant has left the edges 

of the EPS foam construction exposed and vulnerable to damage. 

The adjustment dial on the retention device is nicely tactile; it’s really easy 

to adjust, even in thicker gloves. With nice, chunky pads at the temples, it is 

extremely comfortable. The shape particularly suits round heads, and the 

sizing is accurate, even taking into account the MIPS system. 

There’s minimal movement, even when riding hard, and the ventilation 

makes it much cooler than some of the more enclosed designs on the market. 

Being soft and fl exible means the peak can easily be moved out

of the way, and there’s room to store your goggles beneath on

the climbs. 

So, while the Giant Rail MIPS is a sound choice for 

harder riding, the straps lack adjustment and the exposed 

polystyrene quickly looks tired in use. 

James Bracey

661 FILTER FLAT SHOE
 £ 8 7. 9 9

SPECIFICATION Weight: 952g (pair) • Sizes: 6-12 • Contact: hotlines-uk.com

If you run fl at pedals, two things are 

responsible for your feet staying put 

— the softness of the rubber and the 

fl exibility of the sole. If the rubber is too 

hard and the sole too stiff, the shoe is 

going to skate around and you won’t 

be able to curl your foot over the pedal 

when pushing hard into a turn or trying 

to claw your way up a technical climb. 

These two issues are at the back of my 

mind whenever I test a fl at shoe, and 

with 661’s new Filter Flat, it took me 

about two minutes to suss out things 

weren’t quite right.

The Filter has a ribbed sole, with 

what 661 says is “skate style grip”, so 

the pedal pins can interlock slightly, 

but the rubber is too rigid and plasticky. 

Overall fl ex is also on a par with a 

clipless shoe, so it feels very wooden, 

with very little feedback when pushing 

down onto the pedal. It’s not surprising 

it feels like a clipless shoe, because 661 

produces an SPD version, using the 

same sole.

What makes matters worse is that 

this sole isn’t even new — I tested an 

Axo SPD shoe with this ribbed design 

nearly seven years ago. It works 

OK if you’re clipped in, but 661 

needs to come up with a more 

up-to-date sole and 

dedicated tacky 

rubber if it wants a 

proper fl at shoe to 

complete with the 

likes of Five Ten. 

Paul Burwell

GIANT RAIL MIPS HELMET
£ 9 9. 9 9 

SPECIFICATION Weight: 336g (Medium) • Sizes: S, M, L • Colours: black/grey • Contact: giant-bicycles.com

RIDE AIR TUBELESS
TYRE SEATER
£ 5 9. 9 9

SPECIFICATION Weight: 500g • 230psi max pressure, Presta/Schrader 
compatible • Contact: cookecomponents.co.uk

The Ride Air is a portable air canister that allows you to 

seat tubeless tyres at the push of a button, in the same 

vein as an Airshot. The difference is that the Ride Air 

fi ts in a bottle cage, the assumption being you can take 

it with you on a ride. Why you would want to do this 

I’m not so sure because it’s 500g and you’ve probably 

already seated your tubeless tyres.

With its smaller chamber, the Ride Air does get the 

tyre up to a higher pressure but it takes a bit more effort 

during the infl ation process and I had a few issues with 

air blowing back into the 

pump. The infl ation valve 

is also Schrader, which 

is slightly annoying if 

your track is confi gured 

for Presta, and whoever 

designed the gauge must 

have been a young person 

with very good eyesight 

because I found it almost 

impossible to read.

The Ride Air comes with 

a plastic jacket but it hasn’t 

saved the aluminium air 

tank as I’ve already put a 

dent in it. Also, the hose 

is way too short and the 

Presta/Schrader 

adapter isn’t a 

very good fi t 

on the valve.

Paul 

Burwell
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7IDP TRANSITION GLOVE
 £ 1 9. 9 9 

SPECIFICATION Weight: 42g • Sizes: S-XXL • Colours: yellow, blue, grey, green, black • Contact: decade-europe.com

The Transition is as minimal as 

you can get while still covering 

the whole of your hand. The 

perforated palm is pre-curved 

to improve the fi t and is nice 

and thin for maximum feel. 

Rubberised logos on the thumb 

and forefi nger increase purchase 

on shifters and brake levers and 

the palm material wraps around 

the side of the hand for a little 

extra abrasion resistance.

To allow you to get your hand 

in without the need for any kind 

of cuff fastening, the Transition 

features a stretchy back panel. 

While this was fi ne for me, some 

testers found the wrist aperture 

a little too small for their big 

spade-hands, so my advice is to 

try before you buy. Otherwise, 

fi t is good, and feel, through 

the thin palm, is excellent. 

Ventilation is top notch and the 

bold colourways look great. 

What stops this glove getting 

top marks is that on the fi rst few 

sweaty rides the bright 

yellow colour 

faded, 

staining my hands, and the wrist 

does get a little baggy — I’d like 

to see a Velcro tab or similar to 

nip it up a tad.

Ben Smith

BIRZMAN E-VERSION 20
£ 2 5 . 9 9

SPECIFICATION: Weight: 164g • 20 tools 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8mm hex keys, T25 Torx, crosshead and 
fl athead screwdrivers, chain tool, knife, disc spreader, fi ve spoke wrenches • Contact: i-ride.co.uk

First off, the Birzman E-version 20 isn’t designed for e-bikes, it’s just 

the name of this tool. It has 20 tools and costs £26, which is pretty 

good since most multi-tools with this bit count usually cost upwards 

of £30. The selection of bits is comprehensive too and while they’re 

not as precise as the bits on the Ritchey CPR 12+, they are made from 

hardwearing vanadium steel.

Like all the best multi-tools, the E-Version 20 features a chain 

breaker but unfortunately the gates that hold the links are too 

shallow and the chain slipped out a couple of times when I was 

trying to join a link in the fi eld. I’m also not convinced a metal

tyre lever is a good idea, especially near composite or even

lightweight alloy rims.

Great value and top quality but it loses 

out to the Ritchey CPR due to the poorly 

performing chain tool, lack of leverage 

and the stubby profi le, which is tricky 

to get into hard-to-reach areas.

RITCHEY CPR12+
 £ 3 6

SPECIFICATION Weight: 98g • 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8mm hex keys, crosshead screwdriver, cT20, T25 
Torx, 14g spoke wrench, chain tool, tyre lever • Contact: paligap.cc

CPR stands for Compact Pocket Rescue and like most of Ritchey 

components it’s pared to the bone. It only has 12 tools but if you 

discount the fi ve spoke keys on the Birzman, it’s pretty close in 

terms of bit count. 

The CPR comes in two halves — chain breaker on one side, Allen 

cluster on the other. It’s held together via an aluminium tyre lever. 

The chain breaker part has some nice touches, like the built-in 

spoke wrench and Torx key; there’s also an 8mm hex bit but with a 

tool this small it’s hard to get any leverage. There’s no second gate 

on the chain tool for releasing stiff links but the one there is 

proved deeper than the Birzman, so the chain never slipped 

during the joining process. 

All the Allen keys are accurately made, so they’re not 

going to round out a bolt head when tightening.

The Ritchey CPR12+ oozes quality and as the name 

suggests, is pretty compact. It’s the top tool in this 

head-to-head but it’s not perfect — I’d like 

to see a longer 8mm, a secondary gate on the 

chain breaker and a pouch or similar to hold 

it all together. 

Paul Burwell

TRIED & TESTED

Bell Super 3 Mips

helmet £139.99

“…sleek, 

versatile and

convertible”

HEAD 
TO HEAD
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Lightweight 
kneepads

Howwetest
One of the reasons for choosing a lightweight 

kneepad, over a full-on DH pad, is because you want 

comfort while pedalling. To put these to the test, our 

minimum ride time with each of the kneepads was 

two hours, simply because it usually takes that long 

for any rubbing or chafi ng to become apparent. Also, 

the silicone gripper, designed to hold the kneepad in 

place, only starts to irritate the skin once it’s sweaty. 

By accident, rather than design, we even crashed hard 

using a few of them, testing the effectiveness of the pad 

and its ability to stay in place.

U S E D  &  A B U S E DW
e’ve all been there — 

you’re bombing down a 

piece of rocky singletrack 

and suddenly everything 

is happening in slow-

motion. You’re arcing gracefully over 

the bars, then the inevitable crunch of 

body on trail. Spectacular crashes are 

thankfully a rare occurrence, but just a 

small tumble and a bit of gravel rash, or 

a cut knee, can really put a dampener 

on a ride. To stop these minor dramas 

becoming a crisis, lightweight kneepads 

are a sensible addition to your riding kit.

Most use either a semi-fl exible or 

mouldable knee cap, mounted to a Lycra 

body, with mesh panelling at the back, 

for breathability, and a large cut-away or 

stretchy material to reduce chafi ng when 

pedalling for long periods. Obviously, a 

lightweight kneepad won’t protect you 

from really big impacts, and they’re no 

substitute for proper armour if you’re 

riding downhill tracks, or Alpine terrain, 

but they are great for general trail riding. 

Lightweight kneepads are also 

popular with enduro racers, because 

they allow freedom of movement 

when pedalling, but provide just 

enough protection should you crash. 

Due to their minimal construction, 

lightweight kneepads are also 

relatively cheap, so there’s no excuse 

for not getting protected. 

Keep your patellas pristine with our choice of the best knee protectors 

Words: Paul Burwell  Photos: Daniel Gould

G R O U P  T E S T
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J A R G O N  B U S T E R

Know your kneepads

to fit better round the knee.

Some kneepads use D30, a self-

hardening polymer that stiffens

during a high-speed impact.

SIDE PADS
Ideally the central pad absorbs

most of the impact, with smaller

side pads adding extra protection

if you slide down the trail. The

whole knee is often covered

with Kevlar or Cordura for

abrasion resistance.

CUT
To st

on th

at th

knee

are o

in this area with

gentle seam and finishing.

GRIPPER
To keep the pad from sliding down

the leg, manufacturers often put

a small strip of silicone on the top

and bottom seams. It can irritate

the skin however, so some use

slightly smaller strips, or eliminate

it all together, preferring a stretchy

STRAP
It’s not common on

lightweight kneepads, but a

couple of models use straps

to let you adjust the fit.

Straps add weight and cost

though, and the Velcro can

often pick holes in the

SIZES
The more sizes the better. Most

manufacturers offer at least two

sizes, but ideally they should offer

four, for a greater range of fit.

Kneepad sizing is pretty accurate,

but it pays to try before you buy.

SIDE SPECIFIC
Some kneepads

are left and right

specific, and there’s

usually a label inside

to indicate this.
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ALPINESTARS PARAGON
£ 4 0

SPECIFICATION Weight: 241g • Sizes: XS-XXL • Contact: zyrofisher.co.uk

Although mid-weight, the Paragon offers heavy-duty protection,

something we put to the test on a ride, going down hard on loose gravel.

This scuffed a hole in the fabric face but we walked away without a

scratch. With its contoured shape, the Paragon has the best fit of any

on test; there’s absolutely no folding or pad movement at the knee,

even when pedalling hard.

The mesh back panel offers good breathability and the seams are fl at 

and inward facing, but we did experience a little bit of

uncomfortable material bunching at the back of the leg.

Elastic at the bottom hem and silicone at the top, plus

a couple of silicone strips inside, stop the Paragon

shifting out of whack.

This is a solid kneepad, available in a ton f i and

what re ll e.

BLUEGRASS CROSSBILL
£ 5 9. 9 9

SPECIFICATION Weight: 116g • Sizes: S-XL • Contact: bluegrasseagle.com

Even though the Crossbill has a pre-curved 3D HDPE (a high-density

polymer) kneecap and a Velcro strap, it’s still the lightest kneepad on test

by a wide margin.

It’s built tough too, with a Kevlar face fabric that’s abrasion resistant

and should easily deal with gravel rash.

Bluegrass uses a lightweight Vaportech material for the sleeve and

this is super-comfortable against bare skin, but there are hot spots in the

crease at the back of the knee. A silicone grip at the top seam stops the

Crossbill migrating south during hard efforts but it’s a bit vicious on 

bare skin.

If you’re after a lightweight and breathable

pad with scuff protection, the Crossbill is a great

choice but we can’t mark it higher simply because

the knee cap doesn’t feel well anchored on the

sleeve, so if you crash and slide we think it’s unlikely 

to remain centered

DAKINE SLAYER
£ 5 4 . 9 9

SPECIFICATION Weight: 346g • Sizes: S-XL • Contact: dakine.com

At 170g per knee, the Slayer is the heaviest kneepad on test.

It features a pre-curved and articulated foam knee protector. The

sleeve is constructed from a four-way stretch, perforated material

called AriapreneMax — it’s basically a synthetic rubber and foam fabric. 

This material is highly breathable and also features Polygiene Odor

Control Technology, an antimicrobial treatment, to reduce your

natural pong.

A bonded hem seam construction and open back eliminates hot

spots and also boosts breathability. To help the fit, the Slayer features a

stretchy panel on the lower hem but we found it to be a little restrictive 

and it also bunches slightly. The silicone on the upper hem

is also the most abrasive on test. In fact, it was so harsh

first time out we had to fold the seam over after about 

an hour’s riding to avoid it chafing.

The Slayer may not be lightest or the most

comfortable but it’s a solid kneepad that has a high 

level of protection. 

TEST
WINNER!
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G-FORM PRO-X
£ 6 0

SPECIFICATION Weight: 141g • Sizes: XS-XXL • Contact: gform.uk

A lot of companies make knock-offs but G-Form was the first with this

lightweight multi-block design. The Pro-X here is a second-generation

pad from G-Form with much meatier padding and the company’s new

RPT (rate-dependent technology), self-hardening smart material. The

pad on the MkII is shaped to fit better but there’s still a little bit of bunch

on the sides of the pad.

To save weight, the sleeve gets a Lycra face fabric with a technical

mesh back panel to enhance breathability and moisture wicking.

The Pro-X is available in six sizes, although the large tested did 

feel too tight at the calf, so you might want to upsize. The

silicone gripper on the top edge also pulled on the skin, 

leaving a red mark.

The Pro-X is super-lightweight, has a good level

of protection and, unlike other pads using smart

materials, is also machine washable, which is good 

because dirt does collect in all the channels.

ION K_SLEEVE
£ 4 4 . 9 9

SPECIFICATION Weight: 168g • Sizes: S-XL • Contact: ion-products.com

This is a long knee-warmer-style pad that you can literally tuck

underneath your liner shorts to keep it in place. It is the longest pad 

we’ve ever tested but it’s also one of the lightest.

Protection comes from a high-density memory foam insert

that extends across the top and down the sides. You can’t see

it but this is actually stamped in a hex pattern, allowing it to

mould easier to the knee. The K Sleeve is also side specific and

Ion does the smart thing and writes this on the outside of the pad,

so you don’t have to rummage about looking for the info on the label. 

To increase wicking there’s a super-breathable mesh

back panel, which is chafe free, and it also gets an anti-

odour treatment.

Like the Race Face Charge tested later in this test,

the K Sleeve only offers minimal protection but it’s 

super-comfy and perfect as winter leg wear. 

LE
£ 6 4 . 9 9

SPECIFICATION Weight: 258g • Sizes: S-XXL • Contact: hotlines-uk.com

We tested Leatt’s original ultra-slim AirFlex knee-guard two

years ago, and it felt flimsy and didn’t fit snugly. The Pro is

much more meaty and now features additional side and upper

knee impact protection.

To increase airflow, the centre kneecap is perforated and it’s built

onto a sleeve made from Leatt’s new highly vented and breathable

MoistureCool and AirMesh fabrics. Both are antimicrobial and so far the

sleeve has been pretty hard-wearing.

The Pro does bunch up where the side pads come together and, like 

all open designs, it does fill with dirt. However, the cap

material is hard wearing and offers plenty of protection,

even for gravity riding. It also doesn’t move, thanks to

printed silicon inside the cup and comfy grippers top

and bottom. And just so you know which knee goes

in which pad, Leatt even writes left and right on the 

outside for you.
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POC JOINT VPD AIR
£ 7 0

SPECIFICATION Weight: 310g • Sizes: XS-XL • Contact: 2pure.co.uk

The Joint VPD is the most expensive pad on test but you do get a lot

of pad for your money in terms of quality and protection. VPD is POC’s

lightweight impact-absorbing compound — the protector is perforated

but it’s extremely solid and feels like it can absorb a big impact. It’s als

pretty abrasion resistant with reinforced stretch fabric across the front

and back of the knee. The downside of the solid construction is there’s

very little in the way of venting and it runs very hot.

Two patches of neoprene anti-slip on the inside keep the

pad centered and, due to the pad shaping and some

slight articulation, the fit is good too. Unfortunately the

strap bunches at the top, behind the knee, making it

really uncomfortable if you have to do a lot of pedalling.

The Joint VPD is a quality kneepad but it’s the least 

comfortable here, and you can’t ignore the price.

RACE FACE CHARGE
£ 3 6 . 9 5

SPECIFICATION Weight: 135g • Sizes: S-XXL • Contact: silverfish-uk.com

We tested a thermal version of this kneepad last year and it’s been

a winter essential for one of our testers, offering just enough scuff

protection in slippery conditions before being peeled off, taking the mud

with it. Oh, and it’s warm too. The standard Charge is thinner and lighter

but it still gets the same Kevlar cover over the knee and is ideal if you’re

looking for a reinforced knee-warmer on those early morning rides. 

The stretch mesh sleeve is comfortable and this pad can

easily be worn on an epic ride with zero risk of chafing

or rubbing. It also doesn’t budge due to the fact you

can tuck the top under your shorts, and there’s not a

lot of material to move either.

It only has minimal protection but if you want to 

travel fast and light this is the one to get.

7IDP TRANSITION
£ 5 9. 9 9

SPECIFICATION Weight: 259g • Sizes: S-XL • Contact: decade-europe.com

The Transition uses a heat-mouldable foam cap, which is designed to

form to the shape of your knee once you start riding and heat up. It

works but does take a while to get going, especially in the winter.

To keep the pad centred there are thin silicone grippers top and

bottom and the lightweight Lycra sleeve also goes quite a long way 

up your thigh, allowing you to tuck it under shorts, if they’re

particularly long.

The mesh construction makes for good ventilation but we found

the venting isn’t the best directly over the knee, while this lightweight 

material can also cut up a bit if you catch it on a pedal.

Like most pull-on pads, correct sizing is important,

but 7idp offers five sizes and the Transitions also have

a bit of stretch to them. Overall this is a lightweight, 

well-vented and snug-fi tting trail pad.
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SIX SIX ONE RECON
£ 5 2

SPECIFICATION Weight: 156g • Sizes: S-XL • Contact: hotlines-uk.com

With its lightweight sleeve with a waffle-style protector, the Recon is a lot

like the G-Form Pro-X. It even uses a smart urethane protector with the

branded XRD Technology. Like the D3O, the idea is that it forms to your

body shape in normal riding conditions but then freezes under impact.

Fit round the back is great, with a stretch mesh panel and an elastic

strap over the calf. 661 also goes easy on the gripper, using a minimal 

strip on the inside of the elastic hems.

A unique feature of the Recon is the Padlock

connection, a simple press-stud system that lets

you attach the kneepad to 661’s Evo Short to keep

it in place.

The Recon is less substantial than the TSG and

G-Form kneepads and does bunch up a bit at the 

sides but it is more affordable and is lighter.  

TSG JOINT KNEE SLEEVE
£ 6 4 . 9 9

SPECIFICATION Weight: 239g • Sizes: XS-XXL • Contact: ison-distribution.com

The TSG Joint Knee Sleeve also features a waffle-style PU foam pad.

It’s not made from clever material like G-Form’s self-hardening smart

material, but it has a bit more meat to it and is supplemented via extra

side pads. With the built-in articulation, it’s properly form-fitting and

moulds easily to the shape of your knee when bent.

To save weight and to reduce irritation of the tendons on the back

of the knee, TSG runs a flexible Lycra sleeve with vented mesh back

complete with a cut-out. The Lycra material is sporting a few nicks in

places but it’s quick drying, which is great because unlike most pads with 

D30 or similar, the TSG pad is machine washable.

For a lightweight waffle pad the Joint offers a high

level of protection and it also stays in place due to

some terry material directly over the patella area. It’s

left and right specific, what stops it getting top marks 

is the lack of sizes and price.  

TROY LEE SPEED KNEE
£ 5 5

SPECIFICATION Weight: 229g • Sizes: XS-XXL • Contact: saddleback.co.uk

Troy Lee makes a massive range of protection with the Speed Knee

Sleeve being the lightest and least protective, but it’s easily one of

the most comfortable in the range. This is due to its 360° seamless

construction; which is sort of like an oversized sock. The only issues we

had with the sleeve are the material is a little thick, and there’s no mesh,

so the pad runs hotter than most.

Protection is via a 4mm D3O insert. In its inert state this smart material

is soft and malleable but hit the deck and it stiffens significantly. It offers 

a decent level of impact protection and gets an abrasion-

resistant cover but it’s not machine washable.

The Speed Knee is really comfortable, even on long

all-day rides, but it’s a little short in length, the silicone

gripper on the upper seam is a little too tight and the 

pad bunches a bit on the outside edge.
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K
neepads used to be a rare

sight on the trails because we

just didn’t have the same level

of riding technicality we do

now. Besides, most of the DH/

gravity kneepads on offer proved really

uncomfortable if you had to pedal in

them for any length of time. Nowadays

the majority of trail riders can be seen

sporting armour of some sort, and

that’s because most of the lightweight

kneepads can easily be worn all day

and in comfort, but will still save you if

things go pear-shaped.

If you’re after the bare minimum of

protection then we’d recommend a

knee-warmer-style pad like the Race Face

Charge and Ion K Sleeve. This slip-on

design is so comfy that it doesn’t feel like

you’re wearing a kneepad at all and both

are great in the winter because they offer

extra warmth and can be peeled off after

a muddy ride, taking all the clag with

them. The downside of these ultra-light

kneepads is the lack of padding; they'll

protect from gravel rash but that’s it.

If you want to go to the other end

of the scale then the Dakine Slayer 

Verdict
and Leatt Airflx Pro offer the most

protection. Again the trade-off,

especially in the case of the Slayer, is

they are the least comfortable. Most

of this is down to the flexibility of the

pad — if it doesn’t move with you it

can chafe the ligaments at the back

of the knee but conversely if it moves

too much, it can also result in some

soreness. The best pads are the ones

that are snug at the top and bottom

seams, with firmness rather than

constriction at the back of the knee.

A good kneepad also needs to form to

the shape of your knee, where it can

stay centred and be more effective if

you crash. Some manufacturers actually

place silicone grippers inside the knee

to stop the knee cap movement but

we’re not convinced this is a good idea

because silicone rubbing on your skin is 

more abrasive than plain Lycra.

Pads with a high comfort level

and good stability include the 7idp

Transition, G-Form Pro-X, TSG Joint

Knee Sleeve and the Speed Knee

Sleeve from Troy Lee. They’re all slightly

different takes on the lightweight

design but it was only a couple of little

details that stopped them from taking

top honours. The Troy Lee and 7idp

were both a little too warm, the G-Form

lacked a little bit of lateral protection

and the lack of sizes and high price did

for the TSG. The Troy Lee and G-Form

pads both get smart materials and are

more affordable than the TSG.

It was also the price, or lack of it in

this case, that earned the Alpinestars

Paragon top marks. It wasn’t the most

comfortable kneepad here and, by the

end of the test period it was showing

signs of wear, but it undercut every

other pad by £15-20. It also came in

the most sizes and colours and we  

just couldn’t argue with that. 

Agoodkneepadneeds to
formto theshapeof the 
knee and stay centred

TEST
WINNER!



AUGUST ISSUE ON SALE THURSDAY JULY 26

NEXT MONTH

NEW BIKES  
FOR 2018!

SCO T T  GENIUS ,  WHY TE  S -15 0  &  BMC SPEEDF OX

NEW KIDS ON  
THE BLOCK
DMRSled, IdentitiMettle
and YT Jeffsy 27.5in on test

PL US

QMoreSRAMkit to bewon in our 
Killer Loop competition
Q 5natural rides you can bolt-on  
to a trail centre
Q Essential trail centre tips
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TESTED 
THIS

£ 1 , 2 9 9

£ 1 , 3 5 0

£ 1 , 0 9 9

CALIBRE BEASTNUT

MARIN HAWK HILL

NORCO FLUID 7.3 FS

-
the price just a little? We put three budget beauties to the test 

Words: Alan Muldoon  Photos: Roo Fowler

B E S T  VA L U E 
T R A I L  B I K E S
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ver the past couple of years

we’ve established that the

Calibre Bossnut is the best

full-suspension bike for a

grand. With its progressive

geometry and killer finishing

kit it has singlehandedly

redefined what’s possible

on an entry-level trail bike.

In fact, it’s such an amazing

package that it’s brought into

question the validity of the £1,000 hardtail.

That’s a topic for another test though, so let’s

get back on track.

After an extensive search of what’s currently

available around the £1k mark, we couldn’t find

any new bikes that looked set to challenge the

Bossnut’s supremacy. So rather than covering

old ground, we decided to nudge the price

point of this year’s test over the £1k mark to

get three new bikes that all promise to deliver

maximum bang for your buck.

First up, at least in terms of price, is the

Norco Fluid 7.3 at £1,099. It’s a 120mm-travel

bike, and even though it’s the cheapest bike

in test it’s also the lightest. Next in line is the

Calibre Bossnut’s big brother, the Beastnut.

With a 140mm fork and 130mm travel out

back, it’s the big-hit bike of the bunch with a

specification that is simply outstanding given

the £1,299 asking price. Last and by no means

least we have the Marin Hawk Hill. It demands a

£50 premium over the Calibre, so it’s the most

expensive bike on test, but it’s also the only one

to come with bolt-thru rear dropouts, so that

extra stiffness might swing it in Marin’s favour.

With prices ranging from £1,099 to £1,350,

our trio of test bikes certainly aren’t the

cheapest full-sussers on the market, but seeing

as all three bikes have trail-focused handling,

1x drivetrains and bolt-thru forks, they could 

prove to be even better value than the

sub-£1,000 options. Let’s fi nd out.  

Taleof the test
Bouncing around on full-suspension

test bikes is always a blast. But more

than anything this test highlighted

just how close these budget bouncers

are to their more expensive counterparts

in terms of performance. And we’re

not just talking about filling our boots

with loam or surfing the manicured

trails of the Surrey Hills. On the faster,

rougher trails that extend like tentacles

from the mtb hub that is the Pedalabike

away trail centre in the Forest of Dean,

these bikes took a proper beating. The

armoured trail centre runs provided a

machine gun rattle of square-edge hits

to challenge even the most sophisticated

suspension designs, while the more

natural Mini-Enduro trails gave us plenty

of opportunity to challenge the handling 

and balance of our three test bikes.

W H E R E  A N D  H O W

We’venudgedup the
pricepoint, andeach
bikepromises thebest 
bang for your buck

CONTROL TYRES
To make the testing process as fair

as possible, we fitted folding bead

Maxxis High Roller II 3C 2.3in tyres

to all of the bikes in this test.

Price £64.99 each. extrauk.co.uk
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£ 1 , 2 9 9 T
hink of the Beastnut as a

Bossnut on steroids. Both bikes

share the same 130mm-travel

aluminium skeleton, but the

extra muscle the Beastnut

has developed makes for a completely

different animal.

Fork travel has been pumped up to

140mm, slackening out the head angle

to give the bike a more gravity-focused

ride. To tame the beast, SRAM Guide RE

brakes have been added and we know

from previous tests they offer ultimate

stopping power and control.

The Beastnut is no muscle-bound

meathead though — the addition of

the 120mm TranZ X dropper seatpost

means it can adapt quickly and easily

to changes in terrain, making it more

agile too.

Calibre has kept the Beastnut’s

waistline in check with the SRAM NX

1x11 drivetrain; shedding excess flab

while offering the most comprehensive

gear range in this test.

Minor modifications to the frame

apply to both the Beastnut and Bossnut,

with the top tube length on all three

frame sizes having grown by 20mm,

while the addition of a one-piece rocker

link increases frame stiffness. All that’s

missing now is a 142x12mm rear axle.

Given the price of the Beastnut, however,

we’re certainly not complaining. 

SUSPENSION
Switching to a 32t single-ring chainset

has brought the chain line closer to the

main pivot on the Beastnut, which in turn

makes it pedal more efficiently than the

Bossnut. It’s certainly not as sharp as 

the Norco on the climbs, but given the

Beastnut’s ability to absolutely devour

the descents it’s no slouch either. We

never felt the need for a lockout and

getting the most out the 130mm travel

was a doddle with the sag gradients on

the RockShox Monarch R shock.

With 32mm upper legs and a 15mm

axle, the 140mm-travel RockShox

Revelation casts a similar shadow to the

Recon fitted to the Norco and Marin. Its

more sophisticated damper, however,

leaves the Recon in the dark when it

comes to eating up square-edge hits.

The alloy upper tubes make it more 

competitive on the scales too.

CALIBRE BEASTNUT

SRAM’s newest Revelation

fork adds superior

damping performance

Calibre added a

one-piece rocker

link to improve

frame stiffness

With four-piston calipers

the SRAM Guide RE

brakes offer unrivalled 

stopping power

All mod cons included:

120mm Tranz X

dropper post with

handlebar remoteSRAM’s NX 1x11 drivetrain extends

the top speed of the Beastnut

with its 10-42t cassette, without

compromising its climbing ability 
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SPECIFICATION
Frame
6061 aluminium,
130mm travel

Shock RockShox
Monarch R

Fork RockShox
Revelation RL,
140mm travel

Wheels Formula
hubs, WTB ST i23
rims, WTB Vigilante/
Ranger 27.5 x
2.3/2.25in tyres

Drivetrain SAMOX
Trail 32t chainset,
SRAM NX r-mech and
11-speed shifter

Brakes SRAM Guide 
RE 180/160mm

Components
Ritchey 760mm bar,
Calibre Trail 45mm
stem, Tranz X
120mm dropper,
WTB Volt saddle

Sizes M, L, XL

Weight 14.7kg 
(32.41lb)

Contact
gooutdoors.co.uk

GEOMETRY
Size tested L

Head angle 65.8°

Seat angle 69.4°

BB height 335mm

Chainstay 440mm

Front centre 735mm

Wheelbase 1,175mm

Down tube 680mm

Top tube 630mm

Reach 446mm



VERDICT
In creating the Beastnut, Calibre has proved once

again that you don’t need to spend a fortune to get

a truly standout trail bike. With great geometry and

a jaw-dropping specification, the ride quality of the

Beastnut belies its price tag. In fact, it’s so good, the

performance is comparable to bikes costing almost 

double the money.

Sure, it’s going to be a little bit

heavier than those £2k bikes, but

we’re more than happy to accept the

compromise, especially given how

much heavier your wallet will feel if 

you get the Beastnut. 

HIGHS
Breaks all

boundaries

LOWS
Limited

availability

130mm RockShox

Monarch R with

sag gradients

Stubby 40mm stem is

bang on trend

B I K E  T E S T
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TEST
WINNER!

COMPONENTS
You’ll struggle to find fault with the

build kit on the Beastnut, but if we’re

being really picky the Ritchey handlebar

has a little too much backsweep.

Calibre could also take a leaf out of

Whyte’s book, and fit a 2.4in WTB rear

tyre, as the 2.25in Ranger looks a little

puny next to the meaty 2.3in Vigilante

front tyre.

The bar and rear tyre don’t detract

from the stellar ride quality of the

Beastnut, though, and specification is

very impressive for less than £2k, so the

Beastnut’s scorecard remains clean. 

PERFORMANCE
Fast, capable, and a total blast to ride,

the Calibre Beastnut is everything a

modern trail bike should be. Whether

it’s all-day epic adventures or riding

against the clock in a mini-enduro race,

the Beastnut has your back.

All of the small improvements in the

specification taken together make the

Beastnut a superior bike to the Bossnut

and the other bikes in this test; the

biggest difference being the additional

control the RockShox Revelation fork

brings to proceedings.

And, just because the Beastnut is

considered entry-level, don’t think 

for a second that it’s been dumbed

down. The geometry and sizing are on

point, and combined with the standout

specification trail riders have never had

it so good.

We should also point out that even

at £1,299 the Beastnut is considered a

high-ticket item for Calibre. As such,

the pilot run of bikes was limited

to 250 to test the water. Given the

amazing quality of the Beastnut you’ll

be unsurprised to learn that the bikes

are selling like hot cakes. If you’re too

late to get one don’t fret though, as

GoOutdoors will be baking another 

batch pretty soon. 
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£ 1 , 3 5 0 M
ost mountain bikes are

available in multiple

models that use the same

frame with different build

kits to create a range. Not

the Hawk Hill. It’s a standalone bike

that’s only available in one flavour.

Thankfully, it’s not plain old vanilla.

With progressive geometry and

a whopping five frame sizes on

offer, our size L test rig felt perfectly

proportioned. The alloy frame is stout

too, and much more solid under foot

than the Norco, even though both bikes 

are sporting 120mm travel and the

exact same fork.

Some of that stiffness can be

attributed to the wider 142mm dropout

spacing, a standard that eludes most

entry-level full-suspension bikes due

to the prohibitive pricing of the rear

hubs. Marin skirts the price hike by using

cheaper 135mm QR hub with adapters

and an extra long skewer. It’s probably

a halfway house in terms of improved

stiffness, but it’s a benefit whichever

way you slice it. The only downside is

that you need to be careful not to lose

any of the loose parts when removing 

the rear wheel.

SUSPENSION
Unlike most brands, Marin isn’t married

to a single suspension configuration. As

such, the 120mm-travel Hawk Hill uses

its MultiTrac design, which is essentially

a single pivot with a linkage-actuated

shock. The shock in question is the

X-Fusion O2 Pro R. It’s air sprung and

has external rebound adjustment, so

it has the same degree of tuneability 

as the RockShox Monarch R fitted to

the Calibre and Norco. There’s a world

of difference in performance though,

which we will come back to in a minute.

We mentioned earlier that the Marin

and Norco have the same fork, but the

RockShox Recon Silver RL on the Marin

felt much smoother at the beginning of

its travel and the rebound was easier to

dial in too. Luck of the draw, perhaps. 

COMPONENTS
With its 780mm handlebar and 60mm

stem, the Marin is ready to rumble. In

fact, only the grips let the side down, as

they are too short for bigger hands and

they are not locked onto the handlebar

with collars and can move easily.

Shimano’s four-finger brake levers

also look like something you’d find on

a motorcycle, but the action is super

smooth, and if you push the lever

clamps well in board of the grips, you

can take full advantage of the extra

leverage to increase their stopping

power. It looks weird, but the brakes

are a little under-gunned on longer

descents, so it’s totally worth it.

Big-volume tyres like the Schwalbe

Hans Dampfs fitted to the Marin provide

extra cushioning and grip, but we’d

prefer something like a Nobby Nic up

front, as the more pronounced side

knobs offer better cornering traction.

PERFORMANCE
With the saddle slammed forward on

the head of the seatpost, and the brake

levers positioned for maximum stopping

power, the Hawk Hill offers a very

commanding riding position. On loamy, 

MARIN HAWK HILL
SPECIFICATION
Frame 6061
aluminium,
120mm travel

Shock X-Fusion
O2 Pro R

Fork RockShox
Recon Silver RL,
120mm travel

Wheels Formula/
Joytech hubs, Marin
DW rims, Schwalbe
Hans Dampf
27.5x2.25in tyres

Drivetrain Marin
forged 32t chainset,
Shimano Deore
r-mech and
10-speed shifter

Brakes Shimano
M315, 180mm

Components
Marin Mini-Riser
780mm, Marin 3D
stem 60mm, alloy
post, Marin Speed
Concept saddle

Sizes XS, S, M, L, XL

Weight 14.25kg
(31.42lb)

Contact marinbikes.
com

GEOMETRY
Size tested L

Head angle 67.3°

Seat angle 69.6°

BB height 335mm

Chainstay 430mm

Front centre 727mm

Wheelbase 1,157mm

Down tube 682mm

Top tube 611mm

Reach 451mm

Marin’s MultiTrac

suspension delivers

120mm of travel

Asymmetric stays offer

plenty of clearance

for the chain to give a

whisper-silent ride

With five frame sizes to

choose from, Marin has 

everyone covered

The 11-42t Sunrace

cassette gives the Hawk

Hill a comprehensive 

spread of gears

VERDICT
Suspension performance shouldn’t

be considered secondary to a bike’s

geometry. Not only does it iron out

the bumps, it’s what allows a rider to

effortlessly pop over a root or spring

out of a corner. So, in many ways it

defines how a bike rides.

And it’s the X-Fusion rear shock

that robs the Marin of sensitivity

and gives it a lacklustre ride. With

a RockShox Monarch R, the Hawk 

Hill could have given

the Beastnut a run

for its money, as

everything else

about the bike

is pretty much 

spot on. 

fresh-cut trails, the stiff frame and great

geometry allow you to ride much more

aggressively than on the Norco.

Unfortunately, the X-Fusion shock

feels sticky and lifeless. Only bigger hits

provide enough force to wake it from

its slumber, so the bike feels much more

jarring on all the small, square-edge

bumps that make up most man-made

trails. Picky perhaps, but when Calibre

and Norco provide a magic carpet ride,

Marin can’t afford to be caught napping. 

Which is a real shame, as Marin

has the makings of a great bike in

the Hawk Hill. The frame is solid, the

sizing is on point and the specification

is competitive. It just needs a better

shock and a different front tyre for a 

fairytale ending.  

B I K E  T E S T
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RockShox Recon

Silver RL: 120mm

of smooth travel

X-Fusion rear shock

felt sluggish and

unresponsive 

135mm QR hub with

adaptors to fit

142mm dropouts

HIGHS
Great

geometry

and sizing

LOWS
Congested

X-Fusion

shock
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£ 1 , 0 9 9 T
wo years ago, the Norco Fluid

7.3 staved off stiff competition

from the likes of Giant and

Boardman only to get pipped to

the post by the Calibre Bossnut

in our sub-£1,000 full-suspension test.

This year, the price of the Fluid 7.3 has

crept up by £100, but the specification

has also improved dramatically. Gone is

the cumbersome triple chainset, replaced

instead by a chain-stabilising 1x10 set-up.

De-cluttering the drivetrain hasn’t just

made the Norco easier on your ears

however, it’s now easier on the climbs too,

as it’s shed almost half a kilo in weight,

making it the lightest bike in this test.

It’s the cheapest bike on test too, and

it’s also killer value for money, even if it’s

missing some of the finer details such as

a quick-release seat collar and lock-on

grips. These niggles don’t distract from

the Fluid’s great frame shape though,

where the steep seat angle keeps your

weight forward on the climbs so you can

easily navigate between roots and rocks.

SUSPENSION
Another big improvement that’s come

with the price increase is that the old

120mm RockShox XC30 fork has been

upgraded to a Recon. Travel remains

unchanged, but with 32mm upper tubes

and a 15mm axle, steering precision is

now in keeping with the bike’s attitude.

At the back, the good news

continues. With a RockShox Monarch

R shock, the rear end on the Norco is

supple for superb grip, neutral under

braking, while providing enough

support to hold you up in corners. It

may only have 120mm of travel, but the 

rear suspension on the Norco is active,

incredibly capable and easily the best 

on test.

COMPONENTS
Given that the size L Norco has a

reach measurement of 452mm, similar

to say a Specialized Stumpjumper,

the 60mm stem is a good length for

providing control for regular trail riding.

It also prevents the cockpit feeling too

cramped with the steeper seat angle.

We’ve got no complaints about the

760mm bar either, and on some trails 

it even proved advantageous for 

NORCO FLUID 7.3 FS

Bolt-thru 15mm

axle for a stiff

front end

Say goodbye to dropped

chains with a 30t narrow-

wide chainring and

10-speed Shimano Deore

Shadow Plus rear mech 

Sag gradients on the

RockShox Monarch R shock

take the guesswork out of 

suspension set-up

No seatpost QR, but the

seat collar has a neat

guide for when you

upgrade to a dropper post

Norco’s trail-tuned

ART suspension

design pumps out

120mm of travel 
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SPECIFICATION
Frame Fluid
aluminium,
120mm travel

Shock RockShox
Monarch R

Fork RockShox
Recon Silver RL,
120mm travel

Wheels Alloy/
Joytech hubs, WTB
STP i23 rims, WTB
Vigilante/Beeline
27.5x 2.3/2.2in tyres

Drivetrain
SAMOX 30t
chainset, Shimano
Deore r-mech and
10-speed shifter

Brakes Tektro HD-
M285, 180/160mm

Components Norco
riser bar 760mm,
Norco 60mm stem,
alloy post, WTB Volt
Sport saddle

Sizes S, M, L, XL

Weight 13.95kg 
(30.75lb)

Contact
evanscycles.com

GEOMETRY
Size tested L

Head angle 67.7°

Seat angle 73°

BB height 331mm

Chainstay 427mm

Front centre 724mm

Wheelbase 1,151mm

Down tube 686mm

Top tube 605mm

Reach 452mm



VERDICT
The Norco Fluid 7.3 FS makes everything feel easy. So

whether you’re a total beginner, or an accomplished

rider, it’s impossible not to have a blast. Rocket up every

climb, slash every turn, or simply lean back and hold on.

It’s not without fault though. The Tektro

brakes are seriously lacking in power and

having to take an Allen key out every

time you want to drop the saddle

gets old, quickly.

Still, it’s hard to knock the ride

quality of the Norco, and for a penny

shy of £1,100 it’s an absolute steal. 

HIGHS
Killer

handling,

with looks to

match

LOWS
Tektro

brakes lack

bite

Lack of seatpost

QR was a source

of irritation  

Monarch shock

provided plenty 

of pop

B I K E  T E S T
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darting between tightly spaced trees.

The drivetrain is nigh on identical to

the Marin, with one subtle difference

— Norco has gone for a 30t chainring

instead of a 32t, sacrificing some top-

end speed to save your legs and lungs

on the climbs.

Last time we tested the Fluid 7.3 it

had WTB Beeline tyres front and rear.

We suggested that a chunky 2.3in WTB

Vigilante up front would really bolster

confidence in the turns and allow you

to push the bike to the next level.

Thankfully our request didn’t fall on 

deaf ears.

PERFORMANCE
The Norco Fluid has no aspirations to

be a big-hit trail bike, and it’s so much

better for it, making it every bit as fast

uphill as it is down. That’s largely due

to the dialled geometry, but the superb

rear suspension can’t be ignored either.

Sure, it offers a comfortable ride on

typical trail centre tracks — the superior

sensitivity of the suspension ironing out

the bumps much more effectively than

the Marin — but it’s not simply about

improved comfort. Every bump that

the suspension or tyres can’t respond

to chips away at your speed and that

slows you down, so the Norco felt more 

efficient too. 

Granted, on steeper, more natural

descents, where you really need to

manhandle the bike to stay on your

chosen line, the Norco didn’t feel as

capable as the Calibre and Marin — the

Recon fork struggling to keep up with 

the Norco’s rear suspension.

Confidence on the descents is

undermined further by the distinct lack

of stopping power from the Tektro HD

M285 brakes. We started out with two-

finger braking, where one finger on the

lever would normally suffice, thinking

that the brakes just needed time to

scrub in. They never did, and at times

we even had three fingers covering the 

levers, just in case. 





 W
ith the recent advent of 

the £10k mountain bike, 

it’s easy to assume that 

the coalface of product 

development is in the 

upper echelons of mtb society — when 

the opposite is in fact true. Time and time 

again we were simply blown away by the 

level of performance our three entry-level 

bikes offered, performance that was 

previously only available at the £2k mark. 

So what’s changed? In a word, 

geometry. It’s what separates great 

bikes from good bikes, and it’s the 

smart brands that are applying modern 

geometry to models that previously 

didn’t get the attention they deserved. 

It’s the cheapest performance gain 

there is, so we’re surprised that it hasn’t 

happened sooner, as the upfront cost 

of a two-degree slacker head angle 

or a lower BB height are negligible. 

In fact, month in, month out, we print 

the magic numbers of the best bikes 

in the geometry table opposite for all 

to see, so the only additional cost is a 

subscription to mbr.

Trickle-down technology plays a 

big part in making these bikes better 

too. While chasing the increasingly 

expensive marginal gains at the top 

end has caused the price of the ‘best’ 

bikes to skyrocket, the redundant parts 

that get jettisoned eventually make 

their way back down to earth. As such, 

all three of our test bikes benefi t from 

1x drivetrains, chain stabilising rear 

derailleurs and an abundance of wider 

handlebars and shorter stems, all of 

which greatly narrows the performance 

divide. Even the dropper post makes its 

way on to the Calibre Beastnut. 

It’s what separates our three test 

bikes that’s more important though. 

Marin has a solid bike in the Hawk 

Hill with a great range of sizes, but it 

scored an own goal when it fi tted the 

X-Fuision rear shock. Not only did it rob 

the Marin’s suspension of sensitivity, the 

more on/off action of the shock took 

some of the sparkle out of the ride too. 

There’s no shortage of life about the 

Norco Fluid 7.3 though. It’s always been 

something of a trailblazer and the latest 

version is no exception. Against less 

fi erce competition it could easily be a 

test winner but there’s only room for one 

alpha male in this test, and that honour 

goes to the Calibre Beastnut. Its faultless 

specifi cation, dialled geometry and 

superb ride quality raise the question: 

why spend more?

The Beastnut brings high-calibre 

performance to the masses and it ensures 

that mountain biking is in a healthy place, 

as more riders will be able to experience 

the true thrill of riding without being 

shocked at the prices of the bikes. 

Conclusion

Our testwinner’s stablemates

Ready to rock straight out of the box, the

second-generation Bossnut shares the 

same frame with our test-winning Beastnut. 

A 130mm RockShox Sektor fork balances 

travel front and rear, while the WTB rims 

make converting to tubeless easy — the 

key advantages being fewer punctures and 

reduced rotational weight.

While £500 is the starting point for most brands, 

the Gauntlet is one of the highest-priced hardtails 

in the Calibre range. It shares a similar attitude 

to the Bossnut and even gets some of the same 

parts, including the excellent WTB Vigilante/Trail 

Boss tyre combo. Other highlights include the 

slick-shifting 2x10 SRAM X5 drivetrain and the 

120mm-travel RockShox XC30 fork. 

Calibre Beastnut:

monstrously good 

value for money

£ 9 9 9 £ 5 5 0

CALIBRE BOSSNUT V2 CALIBRE GAUNTLET

R A N G E  F I N D E R

TEST 
WINNER!

112 mbr     SUMMER 2017
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Make/model Calibre Beastnut Marin Hawk Hill Norco Fluid 7.3

Price £1,299 £1,350 £1,099

Weight 14.7kg (32.41lb) 14.25kg (31.42lb) 13.95kg (30.75lb)

Contact gooutdoors.co.uk marinbikes.com evanscycles.com

FRAME

Sizes M, L, XL XS, S, M, L, XL S, M, L, XL

Size tested L L L

Frame material 6061 aluminium Series 3 6061 aluminium Fluid aluminium

Suspension fork RockShox Revelation RL RockShox Recon Silver RL RockShox Recon Silver RL

Rear shock RockShox Monarch R X Fusion O2 Pro R Rockshox Monarch R

Front travel 140mm 120mm 120mm

Rear travel 130mm 120mm 120mm

WHEELS 

Hubs Formula 100/135mm Formula/Joytech 100/135mm Alloy/Joytech 100/135mm

Rims WTB ST i23 Marin DW WTB STP i23

Spokes Stainless steel Stainless steel Stainless steel

Tyres WTB Vigilante/Ranger 27.5 x 2.3/2.25in Schwalbe Hans Dampf 27.5 x 2.25in WTB Vigilante/Beeline 27.5 x 2.3/2.2in 

GROUPSET

Shifters SRAM NX1x11 Shimano Deore 1x10 Shimano Deore 1x10

Front mech N/A N/A N/A

Rear mech SRAM NX Shimano Deore Shadow Plus Shimano Deore Shadow Plus

Crank SAMOX Trail 32t Marin forged 32t SAMOX 30t 

Bottom bracket BSA Sealed BSA sealed BSA Sealed

Brakes SRAM Guide RE Shimano M315 Tektro HD-M285

Rotor sizes 180/160mm 180mm 180/160mm

COMPONENTS

Saddle WTB Volt Marin Speed Concept WTB Volt Sport

Seatpost TranzX dropper 120mm Marin, Two Bolt Alloy Norco alloy

Handlebar Ritchey MTN Trail 760mm Marin Mini-Riser 780mm Norco riser 760mm

Stem Calibre Trail 45mm Marin 3D 60mm Norco alloy 60mm

Rating

One way that bike manufacturers can reduce the price of a bike is 

to reduce the number of frame sizes it produces. By focusing on the 

central portion of the bell curve and ignoring the outliers, it’s the 

tallest and shortest riders that are often left out in the cold. For the 

vast majority though, the reduced size range means you get a much 

better bike for your money. Even with

fewer sizes to choose from, getting the

correct size can still be tricky, though,

and if in doubt we’d always recommend

going up a frame size and fitting a

short stem if needed. There are no

hard and fast rules for sizing a bike

but all of the bikes in this test were

size L and the test riders were

around 5ft 11in tall. If you’re 5ft 9in

or shorter you’re probably a size M,

and riders over 6ft should definitely

be on XL sizes.

N O T E S  O N  T H E  N U M B E R S

S P E C I F I C A T I O N

One size fi ts all, nearly

This month’s bikes at a glance

A

D E

G

I

H

C

F

B
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Calibre Marin Norco

A Head angle 65.8° 67.3° 67.7°

B Seat angle 69.4° 69.6° 73°

C BB height 335mm 335mm 331mm

D Chainstay 440mm 430mm 427mm

E Front centre 735mm 727mm 724mm

F Wheelbase 1,175mm 1,157mm 1,151mm

G Down tube 680mm 682mm 686mm

H Top tube 630mm 611mm 605mm 

I Reach 446mm 451mm 452mm
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Thismonth’s routes
WHERE TO RIDE AND EXPLORE

0 2 E A S Y R O U T E

SAUNTON SANDS, 
EXMOOR
18km (11 miles)

This is a fun little loop that starts in a real surfer’s

paradise at Saunton Sands, and then combines

a cruisey bridleway along the back of the beach,

with a stiff climb and a fun final descent. It’s

definitely one for taking your time and enjoying,

and there are plenty of opportunities for a quick

break at Braunton if you fancy one. The highlight

is definitely the final drop — care is needed when

wet, as traction isn’t as good as you’d expect. But

overall, it’s an easy, low-level outing that’s ideal

for combining with some of the steeper stuff on 

the moor itself. 

0 3 M E D I U M R O U T E

COIRE LÁIR FROM THE
COULIN PASS, TORRIDON
15km (10 miles)

The bottom section of Coire Láir is one of the

UK’s finest descents — no doubt. Even Steve

Peat has shredded it for one of the Santa Cruz

videos. But it’s usually combined with a typical

Scottish epic loop that needs a good day and

lots of fitness. This is the ‘lite’ version, shorter

in length and containing way less climbing, yet

it still accesses the very best of the descent.

What’s it like? Rocky, steep in places, technical

in others, and always enthralling. It would be

almost impossible to fi nish without a smile 

on your face. 

0 4 H A R D R O U T E

HELVELLYN,
LAKE DISTRICT
20km (12 miles)

The trail that crosses Helvellyn is the highest trail

you can legally ride in England. And it may be a

lot of work to get up there, but the rewards are

huge. Firstly, there’s a very rideable ridge trail

that links a succession of summits with incredible

views in all directions. Then there’s some super-

techy and great fun downhill, first down Lower

Man, then Raise — both rocky, loose and steep.

But it saves the best for last, with the serpentine

singletrack that descends Sticks Pass. The top

is tight and line choice is limited; the bottom is

rougher, but wider with options where needed. 

04

02

03

L OC AT OR

T
hink North York Moors and

the first thing that comes to mind

is probably Dalby Forest’s trail

centre singletrack, or classic romps

around Rosedale Abbey or Blakey

Ridge. But our Killer Loop heads out around 

the northern tip of the moors, encompassing

the lesser known trails off the Cleveland Way.

Expect superb moorland singletrack

bordered by, depending on the time of year,

purple heather, lush green bracken or thick

black peat. Prepare for climbs that will sting 

the legs. And, if you have better luck than us,

enjoy extensive views across the picturesque

spa town of Middlesbrough. OK, that bit

might be a lie. But the trails are great, and

this route just scratches the surface of what’s 

on offer.  

0 1 K I L L E R L O O P

CLEVELAND HILLS, NORTH YORK MOORS
35km (21.7 miles)

R I D E  G U I D E
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FACTFILE
GETTING THERE
Start in the car park on Saunton

Sands — between Braunton and

Croyde on the B3231 (OS180/

SS447376). This is easiest reached

on the A361 from Barnstaple,

which is best approached from

the A361 from jn 27 of the M5. Rail 

as far as Barnstaple only.

BEST TIME TO GO
This isn’t a bad wet-weather ride,

but the final trail gets a bit gloopy

and slippery during prolonged 

wet spells.

MAPS & GUIDEBOOKS
Memory Map V5 OS Landranger

(1:50,000)

OS Landranger (1:50,000) 180,

Barnstaple & Ilfracombe

OS Explorer Series (1:25,000) 139,

Bideford, Ilfracombe & Barnstaple

Rough Ride Guide to the South

West by Max Darkins, roughrides-

guide.co.uk

REFRESHMENTS
You could stop in Braunton (see 

below) for a cuppa. 

FACILITIES
The Thatch at Croyde is a great

place for post-ride refreshments.

Riverside Restaurant in Braunton, 

theriversidebraunton.co.uk

Excellent hostel/B&B in

Baggy Lodge, 01271 890078,

baggys.co.uk

Braunton Tourist Information 

Centre, 01271 816400

OTHER OPTIONS
You’re not far from Exmoor, check

out the Medium we ran in the Feb

2017 issue. Or another Medium

from Horner in the July 2016 issue.

SAUNTON SANDS, EXMOOR
18km (11 miles)
Maps created with Memory-Map © Crown copyright Ordnance Survey 100034184

WAY TO GO
START (OS180/SS447376)

Saunton Sands Car Park

Head back out of the car park and up the ramp,

then turn R onto a waymarked BW. Follow this

as it leads through woodland and up to the road.

Turn R then R again at a X-roads where the South

West Coast Path track crosses the road. Follow

the BW down over the golf course and stay with it,

following markers. Cross a drive below a car park 

and keep SA — still SWCP — to its end.

(SS464325) River Tawe.

Distance so far: 6.7km

Turn L and follow the track, which becomes tarmac,

and cuts around Horsey Island before meeting

the road. Turn R to Braunton. At a roundabout, go 

SA, then turn L onto a cycle path. Follow this all

the way into Braunton and cross Saunton Road to

continue to Buckland Road. Turn L and climb to a

X-roads, where you bear R. Keep SA at an R fork 

and continue to another X-roads. 

(SS472387) X-roads.

Distance so far: 14.6km

Keep SA and continue to where the road bends R.

Keep SA here onto a track and continue climbing

to a T-junction at the top. Turn L and enjoy a steep

singletrack descent to a drive. Follow this down to

the road and turn R to retrace your outward tyre 

tracks back to the car park.

TOTAL DISTANCE: 18KM (11 MILES) 

TOTAL ASCENT: 260M (853FT)

01

02

03

03

01

02

EASY
ROUTE



FACTFILE
GETTING THERE
Start from the small car park on

the A890, close to Achnashellach

station (OS25/NH004483). This can

be reached by following the A890

east from Loch Carron or from the

A832 at Acnasheen. The ride starts at 

a rail station.

BEST TIME TO GO
Generally year-round trails but the

Coulin Estate hydro works has created

a lot of wide, muddy tracks which

could be pretty gooey in wet weather.

It remains to be seen if it settles with

time. The final descent is all rock and 

definitely an all-year fun ride. 

MAPS & GUIDEBOOKS
Memory Map V5 OS Landranger

(1:50,000)

OS Landranger Series (1:50,000) 25,

Glen Carron

OS Explorer Series (1:25,000) 429, 

Glen Carron & N West Monar

Harvey British Mountain Map

(1:40,000) Torridon and Fisherfield.

Scotland Mountain Biking — The 

Wild Trails by Phil McKane

(Vertebrate Publishing)

REFRESHMENTS
None, but it’s short.

FACILITIES
Loch Carron is good for pubs, cafes

and accommodation. Torridon Hostel,

0845 293 7373. Next glen over, but

a great hostel, syha.org.uk

Loch Carron TIC, 01520 722357.
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COIRE LÁIR FROM THE COULIN PASS, TORRIDON
15km (10 miles)
Maps created with Memory-Map © Crown copyright Ordnance Survey 100034184

WAY TO GO
START (OS25/NH004483) Achnashellach

Turn R onto the road then L onto a track. Climb to the

railway and cross it, go through gate and keep R to follow

signs to the Coulin Pass. At the top, go through a deer gate

and keep SA to descend on a recently widened track to a

bridge. Cross this and continue to a T-junction. Turn L onto

another recently widened track and climb with the river to

your L. At the foot of a steep ramp, fork L onto a narrow track 

and follow this to bridge.

(NH011525) Bridge by waterfall. Distance so far: 8.4km

Cross and now climb on technical singletrack, peppered

with water bars, for 3km to a huge cairn in Drochaid Coire Láir.

The climbing is over now. Turn L onto an excellent singletrack

and enjoy one of the best technical singletrack descents in the

UK. Continue into the woods at the bottom and keep ahead to

a junction, with a deer gate on your L. Go through and ride up

to the forest track. Turn R and follow this to a T-junction with 

the track you climbed on earlier. Turn R to fi nish. 

TOTAL DISTANCE: 15KM (10 MILES)

TOTAL ASCENT: 580M (1,902FT)

01

02

MEDIUM
ROUTE

01

02
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FACTFILE
GETTING THERE
The description starts from the

main car park in Glenridding,

which is on the A592, between

Patterdale and Pooley Bridge

(OS90/NY385169). Rail’s not 

really an option.

BEST TIME TO GO
This is a ride for a good day —

it’s high and exposed up there,

and ice and snow will be an

issue in the depths of winter.

The main ridge is likely to be

very busy with walkers,

so care is needed, and peak

season Sunday afternoons

are probably best avoided.

MAPS & GUIDEBOOKS
Memory Map V5 OS

Landranger (1:50,000)

OS Landranger (1:50,000) 90,

Penrith & Keswick

OS Explorer Series (1:25,000)

OL5, The English Lakes —

North Eastern Area

Lake District Mountain Bike

Routes by Tom Hutton (Out 

There Guides)

REFRESHMENTS
Take sarnies but enjoy a quickie

in the Traveller’s Rest on the

final drop into Glenridding. 

FACILITIES
The Travellers Rest,

Glenridding, is at the bottom

of the final descent and only a

few kilometres from the finish,

017684 82298

Helvellyn Youth Hostel is

actually on the route,

0845 371 9742

Excellent B&B at Beech House,

Glenriddding, 017684 82037

beechhouse.com

Ullswater Information Centre, 

017684 82414

OTHER OPTIONS
There’s stacks to go at here.

In the immediate vicinity,

check out the Easy we brought

you around Lonscale Fell in

February 2017, or the Medium

from nearby Brothers Water in

September 2016. You’re also

wedged between Grizedale 

and Whinlatter. 

HELVELLYN, LAKE DISTRICT
20km (12 miles)
Maps created with Memory-Map © Crown copyright Ordnance Survey 100034184

WAY TO GO
START (OS90/NY385169)

Car park, Glenridding

Head back onto the road and turn R to follow it

down to Patterdale. Turn R opposite Grisedale Lodge

(signed Lane to Grisedale) and follow this up and

R eventually coming to a gate where it becomes

a track. Continue along the main track, eventually

pushing or carrying to Ruthwaite Lodge, then up to

Grisedale Tarn. Keep the tarn down to your L and 

continue to where it starts to climb steeply.  

(NY350122). Grisedale Tarn.

Distance so far: 7.1km

Carry/push up the steep path and it eventually eases

just below the summit of Dollywagon Pike. Now enjoy

some high level cruising over Nethermost Pike and on

to the shelter and trig point on Helvellyn. Keep SA to

drop from the trig point and keep R to climb to Lower

Man. Now drop steeply into the next col. Climb again

and drop into the next col, where an easier descent

offers a short cut. Then climb again over Raise and 

down to Sticks Pass. 

(NY341182). Sticks Pass. Distance so far: 14.3km

Turn R onto a well-surfaced track that

deteriorates into a rutty mess for a few metres before

settling as superb, technical singletrack. Continue

down into some mine workings and cross a bridge

before turning L then breaking slightly R, away from

the beck, to continue. This then steepens into a series

of rough, loose switchbacks and drops to Glenridding

YHA. Keep this to your R. Keep SA here and continue 

down to eventually drop into Glenridding.

TOTAL DISTANCE: 20KM (12 MILES)

TOTAL ASCENT: 1,160M (3,805FT) 

01

02

03

03

01

02

HARD
ROUTE



WAY TO GO
START (NZ474022)

The Rusty Bike, Swainby

Out of cafe turn L, follow road round to

R keeping river to your L. Continue for

1.4km and then leave road on corner

continuing SA on surfaced BW through 

forest. On leaving forest, turn L

through field joining road near

farm. Turn L on road then R at

junction. Follow road for 3.6km.

(NZ518000) Scugdale Hall.

Distance so far 6.51km

At Scugdale Hall turn L before gate.

Continue up hill to Barker’s Crags. SA

passing Brian’s Pond on L for 2.2km.

At spoil tip turn R, crossing road and

passing Lordstones Country Park

centre. Continue for 1km then L towards

Busby Moor. R at junction following trail

under Kirby Bank and then along tree

line of Broughton Plantation dropping 

to B1257.

(NZ572033) Cleveland Way.

Distance so far 15.6km

Cross B1257 SA up paved BW. Go

through wall and turn R. SA on BW on

edge of Urra Moor. At junction turn R

then L. SA for 0.5km then fork R into 

top of East Bank Plantation

down to East Bank Farm. Through

farm and SA to rejoin B1257. L toward

Chop Gate turning R down Raisdale Rd.

(SE558997) Chop Gate.

Distance so far 22.25km

SA for 2.4km then L towards Raisdale

Mill. Bear L through farmyard then R up

Mill Lane. Follow BW SA for 1km to top

of ridge. Pass through gate and follow

BW SA down to Scugdale Hall. Follow

road for 3km, turn L and continue on

road for 1km. Take marked BW on R

through fields rejoining surfaced BW

in forest. SA to road, then SA back 

into Swainby.

TOTAL DISTANCE: 35KM (21.7 MILES)

TOTAL ASCENT: 1,100M (3,608FT)
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KILLER
LOOP

CLEVELAND KILLER LOOP, NORTH YORK MOORS
35km (21.7 miles)
Maps created with Memory-Map © Crown copyright Ordnance Survey 100034184

FACTFILE
01

02

03

04

01

02

03

04

GETTING THERE
The route starts in

Swainby on the A172, 30

minutes drive from jn 49

of the A1(M). The ride

starts at the Rusty Bike 

cafe, DL6 3EW.

BEST TIME TO GO
With a lot of exposure,

and trails that mostly

consist of clay and peat,

this loop is definitely one

best left for drier days.

MAPS & GUIDEBOOKS
Memory Map V5 OS

Landranger (1,50,000)

OS Landranger

(1,50,000) 100, Malton

and Pickering

OS Outdoor Leisure Series

(1:25,000) 26, North York

Moors — Western Area

Harvey Mountain Map 

(1:40,000) North 

York Moors

REFRESHMENTS
The Rusty Bike in Swainby

is the start and finish

of the ride and is well

stocked with homemade

cakes and decent coffee.

The cafe at Lordstones

Country Park (NZ524030)

does a good cup of tea 

and has a deli shop for all

your pork pie needs. The

Buck Inn at Chop Gate

(SE558996) is mountain

biker friendly — even

when you’re coated in 

mud and grit.

FACILITIES
As well as serving scones

and tea, the Rusty Bike

is also in the process of

having a bike shop added

and has a fleet of hire

bikes too (yorkshirebike-

hire.co.uk). Westbrook

Cycles in Stokesley has a

good range of bikes and

accessories (westbrook-

cycles.co.uk).

OTHER OPTIONS
If you’re looking for a

more all-weather ride, the

Dalby trail centre is an

hour down the road (for-

estry.gov.uk/dalbyforest).

With a selection of routes

and a skills area, it’s a

safe bet for a good day’s

riding. If you’re after a bit

more of a mess about in

the woods, head over to

Guisborough Woods just

outside, you guessed it,

Guisborough, and follow 

your nose.

C O M P E T I T I O N T I M E !
Fancy some free SRAM kit? Of course you do! We've hidden a water bottle

somewhere along this route. The first person to find it wins a new RockShox

Reverb and 1x remote! Just tune into our social media channels on Saturday 

July 1 when we release the coordinates of

the bottle. Then fire up the GPS, head into

the hills and hunt for the loot. Good luck! 

READ
THE

FEATURE!
p48
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image Our favourite
people choose their 
favourite photos

T
his picture is taken right on my

local mountain where I grew

up riding, in Somerset West,

South Africa. I actually did my

first downhill race when I was

11 years old on this hill. My dad used to

take us riding there on the weekends

and we were so excited when we heard

there was going to be a race taking

place. I remember going up there with

some friends, in the days leading up to

the race, and pushing up and practising.

We had no care in the world and had no

problem pushing up. Over the years as

a teenager this mountain was one of the

main places we would practise and ride.

My brother and I would really have not

achieved what we did without this place.

This picture means a ton to me

for various reasons then, not just the

racing. Recently I helped rebuild and

expand the trail network and develop

a bike-park-come-trail-centre called

Helderberg Trails, with my partner Jan

Van Schwalkwyk, on this hill. People,

including myself, had stopped riding 

up here, which is such a shame as the

mountain has great terrain, but no trails.

Mountain biking is growing so much

in South Africa and we really needed

some more places to ride, especially in

our town — we have a local cycling club

with upwards of 1,600 members in total

so we felt people would come and ride.

I figured, best case — people would

appreciate it and use the trails: worst

case — I help develop and build trails

that I can use close to home to train and

ride on. To me it was win-win either way.

It has come a long way and now my

brother and I, alongside my partner,

have opened a bike shop and trail

centre at the base of the hill called

The Hanger Bike Co. It now has come

full circle as I have retired from racing

and I went back up this hill to shoot

with no pressure and no worries like a

kid way back in the day. We didn’t have

a plan and just wanted to see where

the day took us. This is actually the first

image we shot that day of me in my

new role with Scott. It makes me think

back to all the years since that first race.

What a journey it truly has been and

I am super-lucky to have raced for all

those years. I can’t wait to see what the

future holds, and this image is the start

of that. I hope to see kids and adults

using this hill and getting the same joy 

out of it the way I did.

Needles has spent

the past 14 years

racing downhill,

taking multiple

national champs

wins and WC

podium finishes.

Now retired, he

builds trails, rides

for fun and is brand

ambassador for

Scott. And that

nickname? “People

couldn’t pronounce

my name, but I had

skinny ankles and

somehow that name

just stuck,” he says.

A S C H O S E N B Y. . .

DOWNHILL RACER
ANDREW ‘NEEDLES’ NEETHLING

Where: Somerset West,

South Africa

Who: Andrew Neethling

When: 2016

Photo: Eric Palmer

This was one of the main places we
would ride. My brother and I would not
have achieved what we did without it 
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